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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates August 6, 1945, Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atomic bomb ever dropped on a city. This book, John Hersey's journalism masterpiece, tells the story of what happened that day. Told by the memories of survivors, this timeless, powerful and compassionate documentary has become a classic that stirs the conscience of mankind
(The New York Times). Nearly four decades after the publishing of this famous book, John Hersey returned to Hiroshima in search of people with stories he had told. His story of what he discovered about them is now the eloquent and moving final chapter ofHiroshima. Exactly 15 minutes before 8 a.m., August 6, 1945, Japanese time, at the time of the atomic bomb flashing over
Hiroshima, Ms. Toshiko Sasaki, an employee in the human resources department of the East Asia News Project, had just sat down at her position in the factory office and was turning her head to talk to the girl at the next desk. At the same time, Dr. Masakazu Fujii was sitting down to read the Asahi Osaka River on the porch of his private hospital, jutting out one of the seven delta
rivers dividing Hiroshima; Mrs. Hatsuyo Nakamura, a tailor's widow, stood by her kitchen window, watching a neighbor destroy her house as it lay in the path of an anti-aircraft fire lane; Father Wilhelm Kleinsorge, a German priest of the Society of Jesus, reclined in his underwear on a cede on the top floor of his three-story missionary house, reading a Cymen magazine, Stimmen
der Zeit; Dr. Terufumi Sasaki, a young member of the surgical staff of the city's large, modern Red Cross hospital, walked along one of the hospital corridors with a blood sample for a Wassermann test in hand; and the Rever pastor Kiyoshi Tanimoto, pastor of the Hiroshima Seminary Church, stopped on the doorstep of a wealthy man in Koi, the western outskirts of the city, and
prepared to unload a hand-puller full of things he had evacuated from the town for fear of the massive B-29 raid that everyone expected Hiroshima to endure. 100,000 people were killed by atomic bombs, and six were among the survivors. They still wonder why they live when so many others die. Each of them counts many small items of opportunity or voluntary one-step
implementation in time, a decision to go indoors, a streetcar catch instead of the next-that spares him. And now everyone knows that in the act of survival, he lived a dozen lives and saw more death than he ever thought he would see. At the time, none of them knew anything. Pastor Tanimoto woke up at 5:00 that morning. He was alone in the ceded, because for a while his wife
went back with their five-year-old child to spend the night with a friend in Ushida, a suburb in the north. Among the both important Japanese cities, only two, Kyoto and Hiroshima, have not been visited in the power of B-san, or Mr. B, as the Japanese, with a mixture of and unhappy familiarity, known as the B-29; and Mr. Tanimoto, like all his neighbors and friends, was almost sick
with anxiety. He heard uncomfortable detailed records of mass attacks on Kure, Iwakuni, Tokuyama and nearby towns; he was sure Hiroshima's turn would come soon. He had slept badly the night before, because there were some airstrike warnings. Hiroshima received such warnings almost every night for weeks, at which point the B-29s were using Lake Biwa, northeast of
Hiroshima, as a rendezvous, and regardless of which city the Americans intended to attack, the super fortress still flowed through the coast near Hiroshima. Mr. B's constant frequency of warnings and abstinence from Hiroshima has left his citizens restless; a rumor went around that Americans were saving something special for city.Mr. Tanimoto was a small man, quick to talk,
laugh, and cry. He wears his dark hair parted in the middle and quite long; the highlight of the front bone just above his eyebrows and the smallness of his mustache, mouth, and chin give him a strange, young, young and unwise look, weak and yet fiery. He moves anxiously and quickly, but with a restraint suggests that he is a cautious, thoughtful man. He showed, really, just the
qualities in the nasty days before the bomb fell. Besides leaving his wife overnight in Ushida, Mr. Tanimoto brought all the mobile things from his church, in the close residential area called Nagaragawa, to a house belonging to a rayon producer in Koi, two miles from the town center. The Rayon man, a Mr. Matsui, opened his then unsa70m estate to a large number of his friends
and acquaintances, so that they could evacuate whatever they wanted to a safe distance from the possible target area. Mr. Tanimoto had no trouble moving chairs, hymn, Bibles, altar equipment, and church records by pushing himself, but the agency console and an upright piano required some help. A friend of matsuo's named matsuo had, the day before, helped him get the
piano out koi; in return, he promised today to assist Mr. Matsuo in pulling a daughter's belongings. That's why he rose early. Mr Tanimoto cooks his own breakfast. He felt terrible fatigue. Attempts to move the piano the day before, a sleepless night, weeks of anxiety and an unbalanced diet, the interest of his parish- all combined to make him feel barely enough for the new day's
work. One more thing: Mr. Tanimoto studied theology at Emory College, in Atlanta, Georgia; he graduated in 1940; he speaks excellent English; he wore American clothes; he exchanged letters with many American friends until the war began; and among a population obsessed with fear watching—perhaps almost obsessed—he found himself increasingly uncomfortable. The
police interrogated him several times, and just a few days earlier, there, has heard that an influential acquaintance, a Mr. Tanaka, a retired officer of the steamer line Toyo Kisen Kaisha, an anti-Christian, a well-known man in Hiroshima for his devout philanthropic activities and famous for his personal dictators , told everyone that Tanimoto should not be trusted. To compensate, to
express himself as a good Japanese, Mr. Tanimoto took over the presidency of his local tonarigumi, or Neighborhood Association, and his other duties and concerns this position has added to the business of organizing air defense for about twenty families. Before 6 a.m. that morning, Mr. Tanimoto began arriving at Mr. Matsuo's house. There, he found that their burden was a
tansu, a large Japanese cabinet, filled with clothing and household items. You two are on your way. The morning is absolutely clear and warm so that the day promises to be uncomfortable. Minutes after they began, an air raid siren sounded, a minute-long bang warning of approaching the plane but pointing out to the people of Hiroshima only a slight degree of danger, as it
sounded every morning at this time, when an American weather plane arrived. Two men pulled and pushed hand-pullers through the city streets. Hiroshima is a fan-shaped city, located mainly on six islands formed by seven estuary rivers tributary from the Ota River; Its main commercial and residential areas, covering about four square miles in the city center, containing three-
quarter of its population, were reduced by several evacuation programs from a war-time peak of 380,000 to about 245,000. Factories and other residential areas, or suburbs, are neatly located around the edges of the city. To the south are the pier, an airport, and the island-studded inland sea. A mountain rim runs around the other three sides of the ground. Mr. Tanimoto and Mr.
Matsuo passed through the mall, were full of people, and crossed two rivers to the steep streets of Koi, and up them to the suburbs and foothills. When they start up a valley out of tightly ranked houses, it all sounds obvious. (Japanese radar operators, which detected only three aircraft, claimed that they included a reconnaissance.) Pushing the hand trailer up to the rayon man's
house was tired, and the men, after they had manoly manoly loaded them into the driveway and the steps ahead, stopped to rest for a while. They stand with a wing of the house between them and the city. Like most houses in this part of Japan, the house consists of a wooden frame and wooden walls supporting a heavy tile roof. Its front hall, packed with bed rolls and clothes,
looks like a cool cave filled with fat cushions. Opposite the house, to the right of the front door, there is a large, difficult stone garden. There is no sound of the plane. The morning remains; The place is cool and pleasant. Then a tremendous flash of light cuts in the sky. Mr. Tanimoto has a different recollection from east to west, from city to hill. It seemed to be a sheet of the sun.
Both he and Mr. Matsuo reacted in horror and both had time to react (as they were 3,500 yards from the blast center, or two miles away). Mr. Matsuo rushed up the front steps into the house and dived between the beds and buried himself there. Mr Tanimoto walked four or five steps and threw himself between two large rocks in the garden. He gathered up very hard against one of
them. When his face was against the rocks, he didn't see what was going on. He felt a sudden pressure, and then debris and debris of the board and brick fragments fell on him. He did not hear the roar. (Almost no one in Hiroshima recalled hearing any noise of the bomb. But a fisherman in his sampan on the inland sea near Tsuzu, the man with whom his mother-in-law and
sister-in-law Tanimoto were living, saw the flash and heard a loud explosion; he was nearly twenty miles from Hiroshima, but the thunder was greater when the B-29s attacked Iwakuni, just five miles away.) When he dared, Mr. Tanimoto raised his head and saw that rayon man's house had collapsed. He thought a bomb had fallen directly on it. Such dust clouds have increased
that there is a kind of sunset around. In panic, not thinking of the moment Mr. Matsuo was under the rubble, he rushed into the street. He noticed as he ran that the concrete wall of the estate had fallen—toward the house rather than away from it. On the street, the first thing he saw was a trooper who dug deep into the opposite hillside, making one of thousands of dugouts in which
the Japanese seemed intended to resist invasion, hills, life for life; The soldiers were coming out of the hole, where they should have been safe, and blood was running from their heads, cupboards, and backs. They were silent and stunned 70. Under what appears to be a local dust cloud, the day becomes darker and darker. Near midnight, the night before the bomb was dropped,
a broadcaster on the city's radio said that about two hundred B-29s were approaching south of Honshu and advised Hiroshima residents to evacuate to their specified safe zone. Ms. Hatsuyo Nakamura, the tailor's widow, who lives in the area known as Nobori-cho and has long had a habit of doing as she said, took her three children, a ten-year-old boy, Toshio, an eight-year-old
girl, Yaeko, and a five-year-old girl, Myeko, out of bed and dressed and walked with them to the military area known as the East Parade Zone , on the northeastern edge of the city. There, she opened some rugs and the children lay down on them. They slept until about two, when they were awakened by the roar of the planes passing through Hiroshima.As as soon as the plane
had passed, Ms. Nakamura began to return to her children. They arrived home a little after 2:30 and she immediately turned on the radio, which, with her suffering, only then play a new warning. When she at the kids and see how tired they are, and when she thinks about the number of trips they've made in the past weeks, all without purpose, to the East Parade Ground, she
decides that despite the radio tutorials, she simply can't face starting over. She put the kids in their bedrolls on the floor, lay down on her at three hours, and fell asleep at the same time, so the sound that when the plane came through then, she didn't wake up to their sound. The siren woke her up at about 7:00. She got up, dressed quickly, and rushed to the home of Mr.
Nakamoto, the head of her Neighborhood Association, and asked him what she should do. He said she should stay home unless an emergency warning—a series of constant explosions of sirens—was sounded. She returned home, lit the kitchen in the kitchen, put some rice to cook, and sat down to read Hiroshima Chugoku that morning. To her relief, it all clearly sounded at
eight. She heard the kids stirred, so she went and gave each of them a handful of peanuts and told them to stay on their bedrolls, because they were tired from walking at night. She had hoped that they would return to sleep, but the man in the house directly south began to make a terrible hullabaloo of hammering, wedging, separating, and splitting. The provincial government,
convinced, like everyone in Hiroshima, that the city would soon be under attack, began pressuring with threats and warnings for the completion of wide fire lanes, which, it was hoped, could act in combination with rivers to localize any fire started by a incessive attack; and the neighbor was reluctant to sacrifice his home for the safety of the city. Just a day earlier, the province had
ordered all girls who could be themselves from high schools to spend a few days helping to clear the lanes, and they started working as soon as it all sounded clear. Ms. Nakamura returned to the kitchen, looked at the rice, and began watching the man next door. At first, she felt uncomfortable with him for making too much noise, but then she was touched almost to tears of pity.
Her feelings are particularly directed towards her neighbor, tearing down her home, the board of directors, at a time when there is so much inevitable destruction, but surely she also feels a generalized, pitiful community, saying nothing about self-pity. She didn't have an easy time. Her husband, Isawa, entered the army shortly after Myeko was born, and she had not heard anything
from or of him for a long time, until, on 5 March 1942, she received a seven-word telegram: Isawa had died an honorable death in Singapore. She later learned that he had died on 15 February, the day Singapore had fall, and that he was a corporor. Isawa is a non-particularly prosperous tailor, and his only capital is Sankoku sewing machine. After his death, when his allies stopped
arriving, Ms. Nakamura got off the machine and began working on her own, and has since assisted but poorly, by sewing. As Ms. Nakamura stood looking at her neighbor, things flashed white more than any white she had ever seen. She did not notice what had happened to the man next door; a mother's reflexes put her in motion toward her children. She was taking a single step
(the house was 1,350 yards, or three-quarter a mile, from the center of the blast) when something picked her up and she seemed to fly into the next room on the sleeping platform growing up, pursued by parts of her house. Wood fell around her when she landed, and a brick shower pommelled her; everything went dark, for she was buried. The debris did not cover her deeply. She
stood up and freed herself. She heard a child crying, Mother, help me!, and saw her youngest child—Myeko, a five-year-old—buried in her chest and unable to move. When Ms. Nakamura began frantically scratching towards the baby, she could not see or hear nothing about her other children. In the days immediately before the bombing, Dr. Masakazu Fujii, was thriving,
hedonistic, and, at the time, not too busy, had allowed himself luxury when sleeping until nine or ninety, but fortunately, he had to wake up early in the morning, the bomb was dropped to see a house guest on a train. He got up at six hours, and half an hour later walked with his friends to the station, not far away, across two rivers. He was back home by seven, just as sirens
sounded its sustained warning. He ate breakfast and then, because the morning was hot, undressed down his underwear and went out to the porch to read the paper. This porch - in fact, the entire building - was built curiously. Dr. Fujii is the owner of a special Japanese organization, a private hospital, a doctor. This building, located next to and above the water of the Kyo River,
and next to the bridge of the same name, contains thirty rooms for thirty patients and their relatives- because, according to Japanese custom, when a person is sick and goes to the hospital, one or more members of his family go and live there with him , to cook for him, to bathe, massage, and read to him, and to provide relentless family sympathy, without a Japanese patient would
be real suffering. Dr. Fujii has no beds- only straw mats for his patients. He did, however, have all sorts of modern equipment: an X-ray machine, diathermy machine, and a good tiled lab. The structure rests two-thirds on land, a third above the pile above Kyo's tidal waters. This overhang, part of the building where Dr. Fujii lives, looks odd, but it's cool in summer and from the
porch, facing out of the city center, the prospect of the river, with interesting boats drifting up and down, is always refreshing. Dr. Fujii has occasionally had anxious moments when Ota and its oral branches increase flooding, but piles seem to solid enough and the house was always organized. Dr. Fujii has been relatively idle for about a month because in as the number of pristine
cities in Japan d decreased and as Hiroshima seemed increasingly certain to be a target, he began to turn his back on patients, on the ground that in the event of a fire attack, he would not be able to evacuate them. Now he has only two patients left- a woman from Yano, with shoulder injuries, and a 25-year-old man recovering from burns he suffered when the steelworks near
Hiroshima where he worked were hit. Dr. Fujii has six nurses to take care of his patients. His wife and children were safe; his wife and a son are living outside Osaka, and a son and two other daughters are in the country on Kyushu. A granddaughter was living with him, and a maid and a servant. He had little to do and did not remember because he had saved some money. At the
age of fifty, he was healthy, cheerful and calm, and he was pleased to pass the evenings drinking whiskey with friends, always reasonable and for the sake of conversation. Before the war, he influenced brands imported from Scotland and america; now he is completely satisfied with the best Japanese brand, Suntory.Dr. Fujii sat down cross-legged in her underwear on the
spotless matting of the porch, put on her glasses, and began reading Asahi Osaka. He liked to read osaka news because his wife was there. He saw the lightning. To him—facing away from the center and looking at his paper—it seemed like a brilliant yellow. Startled, he began to get up. In that moment (he was 1,550 yards from the center), the hospital leaned behind his tank and,
with a terrible ripped noise, toppled into the river. The doctor, still in action to his feet, was thrown forward and around and over; he was buffeted and gripped; he lost track of everything, because everything was so accelerated; he felt the water. Dr. Fujii barely had time to think he was dead before he realized that he was alive, squeezed by two long wood in a V on his chest, like a
piece suspended between two giant chopsticks- held upright, so that he could not move, with his head miraculously on the water and his torso and legs in it. The rest of his hospital was all around him in a crazy kind of wood chips and materials to relieve pain. His left shoulder hurt terribly. His glasses are gone. Father Wilhelm Kleinsorge, of the Society of Jesus, was, on the
morning of the explosion, in a rather weak state. Japan's war-time diet did not sustain him, and he felt the stress of becoming a foreigner in an increasingly a foreign country; even a German, since the defeat of his fatherland, was unpopular. Father Kleinsorge had, at the age of 38, the look of a growing boy too fast, thin on the face, with a striking apple of Adam, an empty chest,
dangling hands, large paws. He walked away forward, leaning forward a little. He's always tired. To make matters worse, he endured for two days, along with Father Cieslik, a fellow priest, from a rather painful and urgent diarrhea, which they blamed on beans black ration bread they are forced to eat. Two other priests who later lived in the mission, in the Nobori-cho district—
Father Superior LaSalle and Father Schiffer—happily escaped this suffering. Father Kleinsorge woke up around six a.m., the bomb was dropped, and half an hour later he was a little delayed because of his illness- he began reading Mass in the missionary chapel, a small Japanese-style wooden building without pews, as its worshippers knelt on japan's usual fuzzy floor , facing an
altar decorated with splendid silk, brass, silver, and heavy embroidery. This morning, one Monday, the only worshippers was Mr. Takemoto, a theology student living in the missionary; Mr. Fukai, secretary of the diocese; Ms. Murata, the delegation's devout Christian houseman; And his fellow priests. After Mass, while Father Kleinsorge was reading Thanksgiving prayers, sirens
sounded. He stopped serving and retired missionaries throughout the complex came to the larger building. There, in his room on the ground floor, to the right of the front door, Father Kleinsorge changed into an army uniform that he had given while he was teaching at Rokko High School in Kobe and he wore in airstrike warnings. After the alarm, Father Kleinsorge always went out
and swept the sky, and this time, when he stepped outside, he was happy to see only the only weather plane flying over Hiroshima every day around this time. Satisfied that nothing would happen, he went in and had breakfast with other dads on alternative coffee and bread rations, which, under the circumstances, especially repugnant with him. The dads sit and talk for a while,
until, at eight, they hear all-clear. Then they went to different parts of the building. Father Schiffer retired to his room to do some writing. Father Cieslik sat in his room in a straight chair with a pillow over his stomach to ease his pain, and read. Father Superior LaSalle stood at the window of his room, thinking. Father Kleinsorge walked up to a room on the third floor, took off all his
clothes except his underwear, and stretched out on his right side on a crib and began reading Stimmen der Zeit.After his terrible flash, which Father Kleinsorge then realized, reminded him of something he had read as a boy about a large meteor colliding with earth-he had time (since he was 1,400 yards from the center) : A bomb has fallen directly on us. Then, in seconds or
minutes, he went out of his mind. Father Kleinsorge never knew how he got out of the house. The next thing he was aware of was that he was wandering around in the mission's vegetable garden in his underwear, bleeding slightly from small cuts along his left flank; that all the surrounding buildings have fallen off missionaries of the Csymism, which had long been braced and
double-braced by a priest named Gropper, who was afraid of earthquakes; that has become dark; and that Murata-san, the housemed house, nearby, cried away crying, Shu Jesusu, awaremi tamai! Our Jesus, there is pity on us! On the train on his way into Hiroshima from the country, where he lives with his mother, Dr. Terufumi Sasaki, a surgeon at the Red Cross Hospital,
thought of an unpleasant nightmare he had encountered the night before. His mother's home in Mukaihara, 30 miles from the city, took him two hours by train and tram to get to the hospital. He had not slept easily all night and had woken up an hour earlier than usual, and, feeling sluggish and slightly feverish, had debated whether to go to the hospital; His sense of responsibility
eventually forced him to go, and he began on a train earlier than he had most of the morning. The dream was especially frightened of him because it was closely linked, on the surface at least, with a disturbing fact. He is only 25 years old and has just completed a training course at Eastern Medical University, in Qing dao, China. He was an anthographer and suffered because of
the inadequateness of medical facilities in the agricultural town where his mother lived. Quite alone, and without a permit, he began to visit a few sick people out there in the evening, after his eight hours in the hospital and four hours of travel. He recently learned that the penalty for the practice without a license is severe; a fellow doctor whom he asked about it gave him a serious
scolding. However, he continued to practice. In his dream, he was at the side of a farmer's hospital bed when police and doctors he consulted exploded into the room, arrested him, pulled him out, and brutally beat him. On board, he decided to give up his job in Mukaihara, because he felt he would not be able to get a permit, because the authorities would argue that it would
contradict his duties at the Hospital.At-point Red Cross, where he encountered an electric car at the same time. (He then calculated that if he had taken his usual train that morning, and if he had to wait a few minutes for the streetcar, as usually happens, he would have been near the center at the time of the explosion and would surely have been killed.) He arrived at the hospital
at 7.40am and reported it to the chief surgeon. Minutes later, he went to a room on the first floor and took blood from a man's arm to perform a Wassermann test. The laboratory containing the hatch cages for testing is located on the third floor. With blood samples in his left hand, walking in a kind of distracting he felt all morning, perhaps because of his restless dreams and nights,
he began along the main corridor on his way towards the stairs. He was one step beyond an open window when the light of the bomb was reflected, like a giant photographic flash, in the hallway. He bent over one knee and told himself, as only a Japanese would, Sasaki, Be brave! Shortly there afterwards (the building was 1,650 metres from the centre), the explosion ripped
through the hospital. The glasses he wore flew out of his face; bottles of blood pierce a wall; His Japanese slippers zipped out from under his feet, but otherwise, thanks to where he stood, he was not affected. Dr Sasaki shouted the chief surgeon's name and rushed around to the man's office and found him terribly cut with glass. The hospital was in terrible confusion: partitions
were heavy and the ceiling had fallen on the patient, the bed had been flipped, windows were blown in and people cut, blood was spattered on walls and floors, instruments were everywhere, many patients were running about screaming, many others lay dead. (A colleague who worked in the lab in which Dr. Sasaki was walking died; Dr. Sasaki's patient, whom he had just left and
who a few minutes earlier had feared for syphilis, also died.) Dr. Sasaki found himself the only doctor in the hospital who was not injured. Dr. Sasaki, who believed that the enemy only hit the building in which he was staying, bandaged and began tying the wounds of those inside the hospital; while outside, across Hiroshima, maimed and dying citizens moved their uquitous steps
toward the Red Cross Hospital to begin an invasion that made Dr. Sasaki forget his private nightmare for a long time. Ms. Toshiko Sasaki, secretary of the East Asia News Project, who is not related to Dr. Sasaki, woke up at three a.m. on the day the bomb fell. There's more house work to do. Her eleven-month-old brother, Akio, had gone down a day earlier with a severe stomach
upset; her mother took him to Tamura Children's Hospital and stayed there with him. Ms. Sasaki, about twenty years old, had to cook breakfast for her father, a brother, an older sister, and herself, and because the hospital, because of the war, could not provide food to prepare meals all day for mother and baby, in time for her father, who worked in a factory producing rubber ear
buttons for artillery teams , to get food on the way to the factory. When she was finished and had cleaned and taken away cooking things, it was almost seven. The family lived in Koi, and she took a forty-five-minute trip to the tin works, in the part of the town called Kannon-machi. You're in charge of personnel records in the factory. She left Koi at the age of seven, and as soon as
she arrived at the factory, she went with several other girls from the human services department to the factory auditorium. A prominent local Navy man, a former employee, committed suicide a day earlier by throwing himself under a train- a death deemed honorable enough to warrant a memorial service, held at the tin works at ten o'clock that morning. In the large hall, Ms. Sasaki
and others prepared appropriately for the meeting. This job takes about twenty minutes. Ms. Sasaki returns to her office and sits down with her She was quite far from the windows, which were reduced to her left, and behind her were a few high bookcases containing all the books of the factory library, which the human rights department held. She settled herself at her desk, put
some things in drawers, and turned over papers. She thought that before she started making items in her list of new employees, discharged from the hospital, and departing for the army, she would chat for a moment with the girls in her right. As soon as she turned her head out of the window, the room was filled with blind light. She was paralyzed by fear, fixed still in her chair for a
long time (the plant was 1,600 yards from the center). Everything collapsed, and Ms. Sasaki was unconscious. The ceiling suddenly fell and the upper wooden floor collapsed in the debris and the people up there went down and the roof above them gave way; but mostly and first of all, the bookcase just behind her swooped forward and the contents threw her down, with her left leg



terribly twisted and broke beneath her. There, in the tin factory, in the first moment of the atomic age, a human was crushed by books. II-The FireImmediately after the explosion, Pastor Kiyoshi Tanimoto, ran frantically out of the Matsui estate and looked at the bloody soldiers at the mouth dug them, attached to an old woman walking along in an enchanting , holding her head with
his left hand, supporting a three or four-year-old boy on his back with his right hand , and crying, I'm hurt! I'm hurt! I'm hurt! Mr Tanimoto moved the child to his back and led the woman by hand down the road, darked by what appeared to be a local dust column. He took the woman to a grammar school not far away which had previously been prescribed for use as a temporary
hospital in an emergency. By this act of solicitation, Mr. Tanimoto immediately escaped his horror. At school, he was surprised to see glass on the floor and fifty or sixty injured people were waiting to be treated. He reflected that, although all was clearly heard and he had heard no plane, some bombs must have been dropped. He thinks of a hillock in Rayon's man's garden from
which he can get a glimpse of the entire Koi-of the entire Hiroshima, for that matter- and he runs back to the estate. From the mound, Mr. Tanimoto sees an incredible panoramic picture. Not only was a patch of Koi, as he had expected, but as much Hiroshima as he could see through the cloudy air was given a thick, terrible miasma. Blocks of smoke, near and far, began to push
up through the common dust. He wondered how such extensive damage could have been dealt on in a silent sky; even a few planes, far up, would have been sound. Nearby houses are on fire, and when huge droplets the size of marbles begin to fall, he thinks they must come from the rescuer's hose Flame. (They are actually condensate droplets falling from the dust tower, heat
and chaotic fission fragments that have flown for miles into the sky above Hiroshima.) Mr. Tanimoto turned his back when he heard Mr. Matsuo call out to ask if he was ok. Mr Matsuo was safely cushioned in the house dropped by bedding stored in the front lobby and was working his way out. Mr. Tanimoto barely replied. He thought of his wife and children, his church, his home,
his parisied people, all of them under that terrible murky. Again, he began to run in fear-toward the city. Mrs Hatsuyo Nakamura, the tailor's widow, struggled from under the rubble of her house after the explosion, and saw Myeko, the youngest of her three children, buried deep in her breast and unable to move, crawling through debris, pulling wood and bricks aside, in a hasty
attempt to free the child. Then, from what appeared to be the cave far below, she heard two small voices crying, Tasukete! Tasukete! Help! Help! She called the names of her ten-year-old son and eight-year-old daughter: Toshio! Yaeko! The voices from below answered. Ms. Nakamura abandoned Myeko, who could at least breathe, and in a frenzy made the wreckage fly over the
crying voices. The children slept nearly ten feet apart, but now their voices seem to come from the same place. Toshio, the boy, seems to have some freedom to move, because she can feel him vandalizing piles of wood and bricks as she works from above. Eventually she saw her head, and she hurriedly pulled him out by it. An intricately wounded mosquito net, as if it had been
carefully wrapped, around his paws. He said he was blown up right over the room and was on top of his sister Yaeko under the rubble. Now she says, from below, that she can not move, because there is something on her feet. With a little digging, Ms. Nakamura cleared a hole in the child and began pulling her arm. Itai! It hurts!. Yaeko cried. Ms. Nakamura shouted, No time now
to say whether it hurts or not, and yanked her moaning daughter up. She then frees Myeko. The children are filthy and bruised, but none of them have a single cut or scratch. Ms. Nakamura took the children to the streets. They had nothing but panties, and although the day was very hot, she was quite confused about them getting cold, so she went back to the wreckage and got
underneath and found a bunch of clothes she had packed for emergencies, and she wore clothes, wings, shoes , cotton air helmets are called bokuzuki, and even, not reasonable, jackets. The children were silent, except for the five-year-old, Myeko, who constantly asked the question: Why was it already night? Why did our house fall? What happened? Ms. Nakamura, who does
not know what happened (does not have all the obvious sounds?), looked around and saw through that darkness all of the In her neighborhood has collapsed. The house next door, whose owner was torn down to make way for a burning lane, is now very thorough, if rough, torn down; Its owners, who sacrificed their homes for the safety of the community, lay dead. Ms. Nakamoto,
the wife of the head of the local Air Defense Neighborhood Association, crossed the street with a bloodied head, and said that her child was severely cut off; Is Mrs. Nakamura bandaged? Ms. Nakamura did not, but she crawled into the rest of her house again and pulled out some white fabric that she had used in her work as a sewing, ripped it into strips, and gave it to Ms.
Nakamoto. While taking the fabric, she noticed her sewing machine; She went back for it and pulled it out. Apparently, she couldn't take it with her, so she unthinkingly plunged her symbol of livelihood into the receptacle that for weeks had been her symbol of safe-cement tanks of water in front of her house, the kind each household was ordered to build against a possible fire
attack. An anxious neighbor, Ms. Hataya, called Ms. Nakamura to flee with her to the forest in Asano Park - an estate, on the Kyo River not far away, belonging to the wealthy Asano family, who once owned the Toyo Kisen Kaisha steamer line. The park has been identified as an evacuation area for their neighborhood. Seeing flames break out in a nearby rubble (except in the
center, where the bomb ignited itself, most of the fires throughout Hiroshima city were caused by flammable wreckage falling on stoves and live wires), Ms. Nakamura suggested passing through to combat it. Mrs. Hataya said, Don't be foolish. What happens if the plane arrives and drops more bombs? So Ms. Nakamura began arriving in Asano Park with her children and Ms.
Hataya, and she brought bags of emergency clothes, blankets, umbrellas and suitcases of things she had stored in her air raid shelter. Under the rubble, as they hurried along, they heard muffled screams for help. The only building they saw standing on the way to Asano Park was the Cymed missionary, along with the Catholic kindergarten that Ms. Nakamura had been sending
Myeko for some time. As they walked through it, she saw Father Kleinsorge, in bloody underwear, running out of the house with a small suitcase in his hand. Shortly after the explosion, while Father Wilhelm Kleinsorge, S. J., was wandering in his underwear in the vegetable garden, Father Superior LaSalle walked around the corner of the building in the dark. His body, especially
his back, is bloody; The flash made him twist out of his window, and small pieces of glass flew at him. Father Kleinsorge, still bewildered, manages to ask, Where's the rest? Soon after, two other priests living in the missionary appeared—Father Cieslik, uns injured, supporting Father Schiffer, who was covered in blood coming out of a cut above his left ear and who was very pale.
Father quite pleased with himself, since after the flash he had dived into a door door, which he had previously considered the safest place inside the building, and when the explosion arrived, he was not injured. Father LaSalle told Father Cieslik to take Father Schiffer to a doctor before he bleeds to death, and suggested either Dr. Kanda, who lives in the next corner, or Dr. Fujii,
about six blocks away. The two men walked out of the building and onto the road. Mr. Hoshijima's daughter, the missionary doctrine, ran to Father Kleinsorge and said that her mother and sister were buried under the rubble of their house, which was at the back of the Cysym compound, and at the same time the priest noticed that the Catholic kindergarten teacher's house at the
foot of the compound had collapsed on her. While Father LaSalle and Ms. Murata, the missionary houseming house, dug the teacher out, Father Kleinsorge went to the fallen house of doctrine and began lifting things off the top of the pile. There is not a sound below; he made sure the Hoshijima women were killed. Finally, under a corner of the kitchen, he saw Ms. Hoshijima's
head. Believes she is dead, he starts pulling her out with her hair, but suddenly she screams, Itai! Itai! It hurts! It hurts!. He dug some more and lifted her out. He managed, too, to find his daughter in the rubble and free her. Both were not seriously injured. A public bath next to the missionary caught fire, but since the wind was south, the priests thought their house would be spared.
However, as a precaution, Father Kleinsorge went inside to retrieve some of the things he wanted to save. He finds his room in a state of strange and ridiculous confusion. A first aid kit was hung undisturbed on a hook on the wall, but his clothes, already on other hooks nearby, were nowhere to be seen. His desk was in debris all over the room, but a papier-mâché suitcase, which
he had hidden under the desk, stood handle-side up, without a scratch on it, in the door box of the room where he could not miss it. Father Kleinsorge then considered this to be a bit of Providential's intervention, such as his breviary suitcase, book accounts for the entire diocese, and a significant amount of banknotes belonging to the task, for which he was responsible. He ran out
of the house and sent suitcases in the air raid shelter. Around this time, Father Cieslik and Father Schiffer, who were still bleeding, came back and said that Dr. Kanda's home had been ruined and that the fire had prevented them from escaping what they thought was a local circle of destruction to Dr. Fujii's private hospital, on the banks of the Kyo.Dr. River. Masakazu Fujii's
hospital was no longer on the banks of the Kyo River; It's in the river. After flipping, Dr. Fujii was so stunned and so squeezed by the beam clutching his chest that he was unable to move at first, and he hung there about minutes in the evening. Then a thought came to him—that the tide would soon flow through the estuaries and his head would be submerged—that inspired him to
the frightening activity; he writhed and turned and exerted the strength he could (although his left arm, because of pain in his shoulder, was useless), and soon he freed himself from the vise. After resting for a while, he climbed the pile of wood and, finding a long one tilted up the riverbank, he painfully shone it. Dr Fujii, who is in his underwear, has now been soaked and dirty. His
bra was torn, and blood flowed down it from bad cuts on his chin and back. During the disturbance, he walked out to Kyo Bridge, next to which his hospital stood. The bridge hasn't collapsed yet. He could only see the blur without his glasses, but he could see enough to marvel at the number of homes that were down all around. On the bridge, he meets a friend, a doctor named
Machii, and asks in embarrassment, What do you think it is? Dr. Machii said, It must be a hanakago molotoffano-a basket of Molotov flowers, exquisite Japanese names for bread baskets, or clusters of self-dispersed bombs. At first, Dr. Fujii could only see two fires, one across the river from his hospital location and one quite far south. But at the same time, he and his friend
observed something in which they were confused, and in it, as doctors, they discussed: although there were still very few fires, the wounded rushed across the bridge in an endless parade of suffering, and many of them exhibited horrific burns on their faces and arms. Why do you suppose it is? Dr. Fujii asked. Even a theory was comforting that day, and Dr. Machii stuck with
himself. Perhaps because it is a Molotov flower basket, he said. There had been no wind earlier in the morning when Dr. Fujii was walking to the train station to see a friend off, but now the fast wind has blown all the way; Here on the wind bridge was east. New fires are jumping up, and they spread quickly, and in a very short time terrible explosions of hot air and showers of
cinders make it impossible to stand on the bridge anymore. Dr. Machii runs to the far side of the river and along a road that has yet to be rekindled. Dr. Fujii went into the water under the bridge, where some took refuge, among them his servants, who freed themselves from the rubble. From there, Dr. Fujii saw a nurse hanging in the wood of the hospital with his foot, and then a
painful pinned on the breast. He enlisted the help of several others under the bridge and freed both of them. He thought he had heard his granddaughter's voice for a moment, but he could not find her; He never seen her again. Four of his nurses and two patients in the hospital also died. Dr. Fujii came back into the river water and waited for the fire to subside. A lot of Dr. Fujii,
Kanda, and Machii soon after since these three are typical, the majority of Hiroshima's doctors and surgeons – with their offices and hospitals destroyed, their equipment dispersed, their bodies incapable to varying degrees, explaining why so many injured citizens are not cared for and why so many may have lived and died. Of the 150 doctors in the city, 65 died and most were
injured. Of the 1,780 nurses, 1,654 died or were seriously injured at work. In the largest hospital, of the Red Cross, only six doctors out of thirty were able to operate, and only ten nurses out of more than two hundred. The only doctor who was not injured in the Red Cross Hospital staff was Dr. Sasaki. After the explosion, he rushed to a warehouse to get ice. This room, like
everything he saw when he ran through the hospital, was chaotic- bottles of pills thrown off shelves and broken, salves spattered on walls, tools scattered everywhere. He grabbed some bandages and an uninterrupted bottle of mercurochrome, rushed back to the chief surgeon, and bandaged his cuts. Then he went out into the hallway and began patching up the injured patients
and the doctors and nurses there. He blundered so without his glasses that he took a pair out of the face of an injured nurse, and although they only roughly compensated for the mistakes of his vision, they were better than nothing. (He has been dependent on them for over a month.) Dr. Sasaki worked without method, bringing people closest to him first, and he noticed early on
that the corridor seemed increasingly crowded. Mixed with the scratches and lacerations that most people in the hospital had suffered, he began to find terrible burns. He then realized that casualties were pouring in from the outdoors. There were so many that he began to rise above those with minor injuries; he decided that all he could hope to do was stop people bleeding to
death. Before long, the patient lies and crouches down on the floor of the wards and laboratories and all other rooms, and in the corridor, and on the stairs, and in the front hall, and under the porte-cochère, and on the steps ahead of the stone, and in the driveway and yard, and for the blocks each way in the street outside. Wounded soldiers are supported by the wounded;
deformed families rely on each other. Many people have vomiting. A large number of schoolgirls–some who were taken from their classrooms to work outdoors, cleared fire lanes-creeping into hospitals. In a city of 245,000, nearly a hundred thousand people were killed or killed in one blow; another 100,000 people were injured. At least ten thousand injured people went to the best
hospital in town, which is completely erqual to such a trampling, since it has only six hundred beds, and they are all occupied. People in the choking crowd inside the hospital cried and cried, to Officer Sasaki, Sensei! Sensei! and the less seriously injured came and pulled on his sleeve and begged him to come to help the more seriously injured. Tugged here and there in his sock
legs, bewildered by the numbers, staggered by a lot of raw meat, Dr. Sasaki lost all sense of occupation and stopped working as an ingenious surgeon and a sympathetic man; he became an automaton, mechanical mop, daubing, crooked, mop, daubing, crooked. Some of the injured in Hiroshima were unable to enjoy the suspicious luxury of being hospitalized. In what has been
the human services office of East Asia Tin Works, Ms. Sasaki lies more than doubled, unconscious, under huge piles of books and plaster and wood and iron waves. She was completely unconscious (she then estimated) for about three hours. Her first sensation was terrible pain in her left leg. It is so black under the books and debris that the line between perception and
unconsciousness is good; she seemed to overcome it several times, for the pain seemed to come and go. At times when it was sharpest, she felt that her leg had been cut somewhere below the knee. Then she hears someone walking on top of the wreckage above her, and the distressed voice speaks out, apparently from inside the mess around her: Please help! Get us out!
Father Kleinsorge originated from Father Schiffer's spurts as well as he could with some tape that Dr. Fujii had given the priest a few days earlier. When he finished, he ran into the missionary again and found the coat of his military uniform and a pair of old grey trousers. He put them on and went out. A woman from next door ran up to him and shouted that her husband was buried
under her house and the house was on fire; Father Kleinsorge had to come and get him. Father Kleinsorge, who became indifferent and stunned in the presence of accumulated suffering, said, We don't have much time. The surrounding houses are burning, and the wind is blowing strongly. Do you know exactly what part of the house he is staying in? he asked. Yes, yes, she said.
Come quickly. They walked around the house, the rest of it ignited violently, but when they went there, it turned out that the woman did not know where her husband was. Father Kleinsorge shouted several times, was anyone there? No answer. Father Kleinsorge told the woman, We must go or we will all die. He returned to the Catholic complex and told the Superior Father that
the fire was coming closer to the wind, had turned around and was now from the north; It's time for everyone to go. Soon after, the kindergarten teacher pointed out to the priest Mr. Fukai, the secretary of the diocese, who was standing in his window on the second floor of the missionary, facing in the direction of the explosion, crying. Father Cieslik, because he thought the stairs
were unusable, ran around behind the missionary to find a ladder. There, he heard people calling for help under a roof that fell nearby. call the passer-by who fled the street to help him lift it up, but no one noticed, and he had to leave those buried to die. Father Kleinsorge ran inside the missionary and scrambled up the stairs, which was skewered and piled with plaster and lathing,
and called Mr. Fukai from the doorkth of his room.Mr. Fukai, a very short man about fifty, turned around slowly, with a queer look, and said, Leave me here. Father Kleinsorge went into the room and grabbed Mr. Fukai by his collar and said, Come with me or you will die. Mr. Fukai said, Leave me here to die. Father Kleinsorge began shoving and dragging Mr. Fukai out of the room.
Then theology student came and grabbed Fukai's leg, and Father Kleinsorge grabbed him by the shoulder, and together they took him down the stairs and outdoors. I can't walk! Mr. Fukai cried. Leave me here! Father Kleinsorge got his paper suitcase with the money in it and put Mr. Fukai up pickaback, and the party started for the East Parade Ground, their district safe zone. As
they walked out of the gate, Mr. Fukai, quite child-child now, struck Father Kleinsorge in the shoulder and said, I'm not leaving. I'm not leaving. Not related, Father Kleinsorge turned to Father LaSalle and said, We have lost all our assets but not our sense of humor. The street cluttered with parts of the house had slipped into it, and with falling telephone poles and wires. From
every second or third house to the voices of those buried and abandoned, who always shout, with official courtesy, Tasukete kure! Help, if you please! The priests recognized some of the ruins from which these cries came as friends' homes, but because the fire was too late to help. All the way, Mr. Fukai moaned: Let me stay. The group turned right when they arrived at a
collapsed block of houses that was a fire. At the Sakai Bridge, which would take them across the Eastern Parade Ground, they found that the entire community on the opposite side of the river was a fire sheet; they did not dare to pass and decided to take shelter in Asano Park, to their left. Father Kleinsorge, who had been weakened for a few days by his case of bad diarrhea,
began staggering under the burden of his protest, and as he tried to climb over the rubble of some of the houses blocked off his way to the park, he tripped, dropped Mr Fukai, and plunged , head on the heel, to the edge of the river. When he picked himself up, he saw Mr. Fukai flee. Father Kleinsorge shouted at a dozen soldiers, who were standing by the bridge, to stop him.
When Father Kleinsorge started back to get Mr. Fukai, Father LaSalle called out, Hurry up! Don't waste your time! So Father Kleinsorge only asked the soldiers to take care of Mr. Fukai. They said they would, but the little, broken man got rid of them, and eventually the priest could see him, he ran back toward fire.Mr. Tanimoto, scared for his family and church, at first ran they
follow the shortest route, along the Koi Highway. He was the only one that went into the city; he met hundreds and hundreds of people who were fleeing, and each of them seemed traumat hurt in some way. Some's eyebrows were burned and the skin hung on their faces and hands. Others, out of pain, raised their hands as if carrying something in both hands. Some get vomiting
when they walk. Many were naked or in shreds of clothing. On some un-dressed bodies, the burns have created patterns of bras and hangers and, on the skin of some women (because white repels heat from the bomb and dark clothing absorbs it and conducts it for the skin), the shape of the flowers they had on their kimonos. Many people, despite injuring themselves, support
relatives who are worse off. Almost all bowed their heads, looked straight ahead, silenced, and showed nothing. After crossing the Koi Bridge and Kannon Bridge, running the whole road, Mr. Tanimoto saw, as he approached the center, that all the houses had been crushed and many houses were burned down. Here the trees are naked and their trunks burn. He tried at some
point to penetrate the wreckage, but the fire always stopped him. Under many houses, people screamed for help, but no one helped; in general, those who survived that day supported only their relatives or direct neighbors, as they could not comprehend or tolerate a wider circle of suffering. The wounded limped through the screams, and Mr. Tanimoto ran over them. As a
Christian, he was filled with compassion for those trapped, and as a Japanese, he was overwhelmed by the shame of not being injured, and he prayed as he ran, God helped them and brought them out of the fire. He thought he was going to skirt fire, left. He ran back to kannon bridge and followed for a distance of one of the rivers. He tried several streets, but all were blocked, so
he turned left and ran out to Yokogawa, a station on a railway line that circled the city in a wide semicircle, and he followed the tracks until he arrived on a burning train. So impressive is he at this point by the extent of the damage that he ran north two miles to Gion, a suburb in the foot of the hill. All the way, he overcame terrible burning and lacerated people, and in his sins he
turned to the right and left as he rushed and told some of them, Sorry for not having the burden like you. Near Gion, he began to meet the people of the country going towards the city to help, and when they saw him, some exclaimed, Look! One person was not injured. At Gion, he walked towards the right bank of the main river, Ota, and ran down it until he reached fire again.
There was no fire on the other side of the river, so he threw his shirt and shoes and plunged into it. In the middle of the flow, where the flow is quite strong, exhausted and afraid finally caught up with him- he ran nearly seven miles- and he became limp and drifted in the water. He prayed, God help me through. It will be let me drown when I was the only one who wasn't hurt. He
managed a few more strokes and took up on a spat downstream.Mr. Tanimoto climbed up to the bank and ran along it until, near a large Diotic temple, he came to fire more, and when he turned left to get around it, he met, by incredible luck, his wife. She's holding their newborn son. Mr Tanimoto is now so emotionally tired that nothing can surprise him. He didn't embrace his wife;
He simply said, Oh, you're safe. She told him that she had been home from her night in Ushida just in time for the explosion; she was buried under the cymism with the baby in her arms. She told how the wreckage had pressed down on her, how the baby was crying. She saw a chink of light, and by reaching with one hand, she worked the holes bigger, little by little. After about half
an hour, she heard a loud explosion of wood burning. Eventually the opening was big enough for her to push the baby out, and then she crawled out. She says now she will go out to Ushida again. Mr Tanimoto said he wanted to see his church and take care of the people of his Neighborhood Association. They parted by chance - as bewildered - as they had met.Mr. Tanimoto's
way around the fire that brought him across the Eastern Parade Ground, which, as an evacuation zone, is now the scene of a terrible assessment: rank on the ranks of burning and bleeding. Burned people moan, Mizu, mizu! Water, water! Mr. Tanimoto found a basin in a nearby street and placed a tap still active in the crushed shell of a house, and he began to bring water to the
distressed strangers. When he gave about thirty of them, he realized he had taken too long. Sorry, he spoke out loud to people nearby who had been reaching out to their hands with him and crying their thirst. I have many people to take care of. Then he ran away. He went to the river again, basin in his hand, and jumped down a sandspit. There, he saw hundreds of seriously
injured people coming to the point where they couldn't get up to go further from the burning city. When they see a man who is erect and uns injured, the song begins again: Mizu, mizu, mizu. Mr. Tanimoto could not resist them; he brought the water out of the river—a mistake, for it was the tide and the water of the pigs. Two or three small boats were transporting the wounded
across the river from Asano Park, and when one touched the cape, Mr Tanimoto again made a loud speech, apologised and jumped on the boat. It takes him through the park. There, in the underbrush, he found some of his expenses by the Neighborhood Association, who went there under his previous instructions, and saw many acquaintances, including Father Kleinsorge and
other Catholics. But I miss Fukai, a dear friend. Where's Fukai-san? he asked. He doesn't want to go with them. Father Kleinsorge said. He ran back. When Ms. Sasaki heard the voices of those arrested along with her in the ruins at the tin factory, she began for them. Her nearest neighbor, she discovered, was a high school girl who had been drafted for factory work, and who said
her back was broken. Ms. Sasaki replied, I'm lying here and I can't move. My left leg was severed. Some time later, she again heard someone walking over high and then moved aside, and whoever it was it began digging burrows. The digger released some people, and when he discovered the high school girl, she found that her back was not broken, and she crawled out. Ms.
Sasaki spoke to the rescuer, and he worked with her. He took away a large number of books, until he made a tunnel for her. She could see her sweaty face when he said, Come out, ma'am. She tried. I can't move, she said. The man unearths some more details and tells her to try with all his power to get out. But the book weighed on her hips, and the man finally saw that a
bookcase was leaning against the books and that a heavy beam pressed down on the bookcase. Wait, I said. I'll get a crowbar. The man had been away for a long time, and when he returned, he was ill-tempered, as if her circumstances were all her faults. We don't have men to help you! he shouted in through the tunnel. You will have to get out on your own. That's not possible,
she said. My left leg... The man left. Then some people came and pulled Ms. Sasaki out. Her left leg was not severed, but it was broken and severely cut and it hung below the knee. They took her to the court. It's raining. She sat on the ground in the rain. As heavy rains increased, someone directed all the wounded to cover the factory's airstrike shelters. Follow, a torn woman told
her. You can jump. But Ms. Sasaki can't move, and she just waits in the rain. Then a man propped up a large sheet of wave iron as a lean type to, and took her in his arms and carried her to it. She was grateful until he carried two horrific injuries—a woman with a cut to her chest and a man with a rough face from burns—to share the casual shed with her. No one came back. The
rain was cleared and the afternoon was cloudy with hot clouds; Before night three oddly under the tilted iron piece begins to smell quite bad. The head of the Nobori-for Neighborhood Association, to which the Catholic priest belongs, is an energetic man named Yoshida. He bragged, when he was in charge of district air defense, the fire could eat away all of Hiroshima but it would
never come to Nobori-for. The bomb blew up his house, and a jogger pinned him with his feet, in full view of the Csymed missionary along the way and of those rushing along the street. In their embarrassment as they rushed over, Mrs. Nakamura, with her children, and with Mr. Fukai on his back, barely seeing him; he is just part of the general blur of suffering through which they
move. His cry for help did not bring a response from them; there are many screaming for help that they could not hear him separately. They and all the others went along. Nobori-cho became completely desolate, and the fire swept through it. Mr. Yoshida saw the wooden missionary house— the only erected building in the area—go up in a licking fire, and the great heat on his
face. Then the fire came along the side of his road and entered his house. In a paroxysm of fearful power, he freed himself and ran down the alleys of Nobori-for, hemmed in flames he said would never come. He began to immediately behave like an old man; two months later, his hair was white. When Dr. Fujii stood on the river up to his neck to avoid the heat of the fire, the wind
became stronger and stronger, and soon after, although the expansion of the water was small, the large waves were so high that those under the bridge could no longer hold their feet. Dr. Fujii went near the shore, bent down, and embraced a large stone with his usable arm. It then became able to wade along the river's edge, and Dr. Fujii and his two surviving nurses moved
about two hundred meters upstream, to a sandpit near Asano Park. Many of the wounded lay in the sand. Dr. Machii was there with his family; His daughter, who was outdoors when the bomb exploded, suffered severe burns to her arms and legs but luckily not on her face. Although Dr. Fujii's shoulder is now extremely painful, he curiously examined the girl's burns. Then he lay
down. Despite suffering all around him, he was ashamed of his appearance, and he remarked to Dr. Machii that he looked like a beg begress, dressed as he was in nothing but tearing and bloody underwear. Late in the afternoon, when the fire began to subside, he decided to go to his parents' house, on the outskirts of Nagatsuka. He asked Dr. Machii to join him, but the doctor
replied that he and his family would overnight on the spat, because of his daughter's injuries. Dr. Fujii, along with his nurses, walked first to Ushida, where, in the house damaged part of some relatives, he found the first aid documents that he had stored there. Two nurses bandaged him and him. They went on. Now not many people walk the streets, but a large number sit and lie
on the sidewalk, vomit, wait to die, and die. The number of corpses on the way to Nagatsuka is increasingly confusing. The doctor wondered: Could a molotov flower basket have done all this? Dr. Fujii went to his family's house in the evening. It was five miles from the center of town, but its roof had fallen in and the windows were all broken. All day, people poured into Asano Park.
This private estate was far enough from the blast so that its bamboo, pine, laurel and maple were still alive, and the green place invited refugees - in part because they believed that if Americans returned, they would only bomb buildings; partly because foliage seems to be a center of coolness and living, and the precise exquisite stone gardens of the estate, with quiet pool and
arch bridge, very Japanese, normal, safe; and also partly (according to some already) because of an irresistible, atavistic urge to hide under the leaves. Ms. Nakamura and her children were among the first to arrive, and they settled in the bamboo forest near the river. They all felt terrible thirst, and they drank from the river. Immediately they suffered nausea and began vomiting,
and they retched all day. Others are also nauseated; they all thought (perhaps because of the strong smell of ionization, an electric smell given by the fission of the bomb) that they were sick from a gas that the Americans had dropped. When Father Kleinsorge and other priests entered the park, nodding to their friends as they passed by, the Nakamuras were both sick and intrine.
A woman named Iwasaki, who lives in the mission's neighborhood and is sitting near the nakamuras, stands up and asks priests if she should stay where she is or go with them. Father Kleinsorge said, I hardly know where the safest place is. She stayed there, and later in the day, although she had no visible wounds or burns, she died. The priest went further along the river and
settled in some underbrush. Father LaSalle lies down and goes to bed right away. The theology student, who was wearing sandals, was carrying a bundle of clothes in which he packed two pairs of leather shoes. When he sat down with the others, he found that the bundle had broken open and a few pairs of shoes had fallen off and now he has only two left. He retracted his steps
and found a right. When he come back to the priests, he said, it was funny, but it didn't matter anymore. Yesterday, my shoes were my most important asset. Today, I don't care. One pair is enough. Father Cieslik said, I know. I started carrying my books along, and then I thought, 'This is not the time for books.' When Mr. Tanimoto, with his basin still in hand, arrives at the park, it is
very crowded, and to distinguish the living from the dead is not easy, for most people to lie still, with eyes open. For Father Kleinsorge, an Occidental, the silence in the waterfront forest, where hundreds of horrific injuries suffered together, was one of the most terrifying and amazing phenomena of his entire experience. The wounded were silent; no one cries, less screams in pain;
no one complains; none of the many dead did so loudly; even the children did not cry; very few people even talk. And when Father Kleinsorge gave water to some people whose faces were almost burns from the flash, they took their share and then lifted themselves up a little and bowed their heads before him, in thanks.Mr. Tanimoto greeted the priests and then looked around for
other friends. He saw Ms. Matsumoto, the wife of the Superintendent, and asked if she was thirsty. She, so he went to one of the pools in the rocky garden of Asanos and got water She's in his basin. Then he decided to try back to his church. He went into Nobori-for by the way the priests had performed when they escaped, but he didn't get far; the fire along the streets was so
fierce that he had to go back. He walked to the riverbank and began searching for a boat in which he could carry some of the most seriously injured people across the river from Asano Park and stay away from the widespread blaze. Soon he found a good punt pleasure drawn on the bank, but in and around it was a horrible scene-five dead men, almost naked, badly burns, who
must have expired more or less all at once because they were in an attitude that suggested that they were working together to push the boat into the river. Mr. Tanimoto lifted them out of the boat, and when he did, he experienced such horror in disturbing the dead— preventing them, he felt momentarily, from launching their ships and following their spooky path— that he said
aloud: Please forgive me for taking this boat. I have to use it for others who are alive. The punt was heavy, but he managed to slip it into the water. There were no paddles, and all he could find for the thruster was a thick bamboo pole. He worked the boat upstream to the busiest part of the park and began ferrying the injured. He could pack ten or twelve into the boat for each
crossing, but as the river was too deep in the center to pole his way through, he had to row with bamboo, and therefore each trip took a very long time. He worked a few hours that way. In the early afternoon, the fire spread into the forest in Asano Park. Mr. Tanimoto first knew when, returning on his boat, he found that a large number of people had moved towards the riverbank.
When he touched the bank, he went up to investigate, and when he saw the fire, he shouted: All the young men who were not seriously injured went with me! Father Kleinsorge took Father Schiffer and Father LaSalle near the river's edge and asked everyone there to take them over if the fire came too close, and then joined Tanimoto's volunteers. Mr Tanimoto sent some to find
buckets and pots and told others to beat burning underbrush with their clothes; When the utensils were in hand, he formed a bucket chain from one of the pools in the stone garden. The team battled the blaze for more than two hours, and gradually defeated the flames. As Mr. Tanimoto's men worked, the terrified people in the park pressed closer and closer to the river, and
eventually the crowd began to squeeze some unfortunate people who were on the shore into the water. Among those pushed into the river and drowned were Ms. Matsumoto, of the School of The Consul, and her daughter. When Father Kleinsorge returned from fighting the flames, he found Father Schiffer still bleeding and terribly pale. Some Japanese stood around and stared at
him, and Father Schiffer whispered, with a bud weak, it's as if I'm dead. No, Father Kleinsorge said. He brought Dr. Fujii's first aid kit with him, and he noticed Kanda was in the crowd, so he looked him out and asked him if he would dress up Father Schiffer's bad cuts. Dr. Kanda saw his wife and daughter die in the rubble of his hospital; he sits now with his head in his hands. I
can't do anything, he said. Father Kleinsorge forced more bandages around Father Schiffer's head, moved him to a steep place, and tackled him to his head high, and soon the bleeding decreased. The roar of the approaching planes was heard around this time. Someone in the crowd near the Nakamura family shouted, It was some Grummans who came to strafe us! A baker
named Nakashima gets up and orders, All those who wear anything white, take it off. Mrs. Nakamura took off her shirt from the children, opened the umbrella and put them under it. A large number of people, even those with severe burns, crawl into the bushes and stay there until the hum, apparently by a scout or weather run, dies off. It's starting to rain. Mrs. Nakamura kept me
under the umbrella. The drops grow unusually large, and someone screams, Americans are dropping gasoline. They're going to light us a fire! (This alarm stems from one of the theories passed through the park as to why so many Hiroshimas were burned: it was a single plane that sprayed gasoline on the city and then somehow ignited it in a flashing moment.) But the droplets are
palpable, and as they fall, the winds get stronger, and suddenly—perhaps due to the tremendous confrontation established by the flaming city—a tornado tore through the park. Giant trees fell; The little ones have been uprooted and flown into the air. Higher, a wild array of flat things rotates in twisted funnel-pieces of iron roofing sheets, papers, doors, matting strips. Father
Kleinsorge put a cloth on Father Schiffer's eyes, so that the weak man would not think he would go crazy. The gale blew Ms. Murata, the duty housemed house, who was sitting near the river, down the embankment at a shallow, rocky place, and she came out with her bare legs bloody. The vortex moved out to the river, where it sucked up a waterspout and eventually took its own.
After the storm, Mr. Tanimoto began transporting people again, and Father Kleinsorge asked the theology students to pass by and make their way to the Novitiate Cymedate in Nagatsuka, about three miles from the town center, and asked priests there to come with help for Father Schiffer and LaSalle. The student got on Mr Tanimoto's boat and went out with him. Father
Kleinsorge asked Ms. Nakamura if she wanted to go out to Nagatsuka with the priests when they arrived. She said she had some luggage and her children were sick—20 hours she was still vomiting, and so, because of that matter, was her—and so she feared she couldn't. He said he thought the father from Novitiate could return the next day with a pushcart to get her. Late
afternoon, when he came ashore for a Mr. Tanimoto, when there was energy and initiative many people came to depend on, heard people begging for food. He consulted Kleinsorge's father, and they decided to return to town to get some rice from the shelter of Mr. Tanimoto's Neighborhood Association and from the mission shelter. Father Cieslik and two or three others were with
them. At first, when they get among the houses of the house of the government, they do not know where they are; the change is too sudden, from a busy city of 245,000 that morning to a just pattern of residue in the afternoon. The asphalt of the streets is still very soft and hot from the fires that walking is unpleasant. They just met one man, a woman, who told them when they
passed by, my husband was in that ashes. At the mission, where Mr. Tanimoto left the party, Father Kleinsorge was disappointed to see the building razed. In the garden, on his way to the shelter, he noticed a roasted pumpkin on the vine. He and Father Cieslik tasted it and it was good. They were surprised at their hunger, and they ate quite a bit. They got out some bags of rice
and collected some other cooked pumpkins and dug up some potatoes that were nicely baked under the ground, and started back. Mr. Tanimoto re-joined them along the way. One of his accompanyings had several cooking utensils. In the park, Mr. Tanimoto held women with minor injuries in his neighborhood for cooking. Father Kleinsorge gave the Nakamura family some
pumpkins, and they tried it, but they couldn't keep it in their stomachs. Overall, rice was enough to feed nearly a hundred people. Just before dark, Mr. Tanimoto met a 20-year-old girl, Ms. Kamai, Tanimotos's next-door neighbor. She is bent to the ground with her newborn daughter's body in her arms. The baby was clearly dead all day. Mrs Kamai jumped up when she saw Mr
Tanimoto and said: Can you try to find my husband? Mr. Tanimoto knew that her husband had been inducted into the Army just a day earlier; Mr. and Mrs. Tanimoto entertained Ms. Kamai in the afternoon, to make her forget. Kamai reported to chugoku Military District Command - near the old castle in the middle of the town, where about four thousand soldiers were stationed.
Judging by the many maimed soldiers Mr Tanimoto had seen during the day, he speculated that the barracks had been badly damaged by whatever it was hitting Hiroshima. He knew he didn't have a chance to find Mrs. Kamai's husband, even as he sought, but he wanted her humor. I'll try, he said. You have to find him, she said. He loves our baby so much. I want him to see her
again. III-Details are being investigated early on the evening of the bomb's detonation, a slow-moving Japanese naval launch pad up and down Hiroshima's seven rivers. It stops here and there to make an announcement, along with the crowded sandy beaches where hundreds of wounded lay; at the bridges, on which others are and finally, as dusk falls, opposite Asano Park. A
young officer gets up in the launch and shouts through a megaphone, Be patient! A naval hospital ship is coming to take care of you! Footage of ships appearing on the background of devastation across the river; the young man is not disturbed in his neat uniform; above all, the promise of medical help—the first one that could help anyone who had heard for nearly twelve hours—
cheered the people in the park so much. Ms. Nakamura addressed her family for the night with the assurance that a doctor would come and stop their retching. Mr Tanimoto continued to transport the wounded across the river. Father Kleinsorge lay down and said the Lord's prayer and a hail Mary to himself, and fell right to sleep; but no sooner did he drop out than Mrs. Murata,
the devoted missionary houseming house, shook him and said, Father Kleinsorge! Do you remember repeating your evening prayers? He replied rather grumpy, of course, and he tried to get back to sleep but couldn't. This, apparently, is just what Ms. Murata wants. She began chatting with the exhausted priest. One of the questions she raised was when he thought the priest from
Novitiate, whom he sent a messenger in the middle of the afternoon, would come to evacuate Father Superior LaSalle and Father Schiffer.The messenger Father Kleinsorge sent–the theology student who lived at the missionary-had arrived in Novitiate, in the hills about three miles out , at 4:30. Sixteen priests there did rescue work in the suburbs; they were worried about their
colleagues in the city but did not know how or where to look for them. Now they rushed two litters off the pole and board, and the students led half a dozen of them back into the devastated area. They work their way along Ota above the city; Double the heat of the fire that forced them into the river. At Misasa Bridge, they encountered a long line of soldiers carrying out a bizarre
forced march out of chugoku regional military headquarters in the town center. They are all oddly burned, and they support themselves with staves or rely on each other. Sick horses, burned, hanging their heads, standing on the bridge. When rescue teams arrived at the park, it was after dark, and progress was made extremely difficult because the fallen trees of all sizes had been
knocked down by the whirlwind that afternoon. Finally, not long after Ms. Murata asked her questions, they contacted their friends, and gave them strong wine and tea. The priests discussed how to get Father Schiffer and Father LaSalle out novitiate. They fear that mistakes through the park with them will jar them too much on wooden litters, and that the injured men will lose too
much blood. Father Kleinsorge thought of Mr. Tanimoto and his boat, and called him out on the river. When Mr. Tanimoto arrived at the bank, he said that he would be happy to receive Wounded priests and their bearer upstream to where they can find a clear path. Rescuers placed Father Schiffer on one of the stretchers and lowered it into the boat, and two of them went on board
with her. Mr Tanimoto, who still has no oars, beat the punt upstream. About half an hour later, Mr. Tanimoto returned and excitedly asked the remaining priests to help him rescue two children he had seen standing on their shoulders in the river. A group went out to pick them up—two young girls who had lost their families and both suffered severe burns. The priests stretched them
on the ground next to Father Kleinsorge and then shake Father LaSalle's hand. Father Cieslik thought he could make it out on the walk, so he went on the train with others. Father Kleinsorge was too weak; he decided to wait in the park until the next day. He asked the men to return with a hand-puller, so that they could take Ms. Nakamura and her sick children to Novitiate.Mr.
Tanimoto shoved again. As the priests' loading boats moved slowly upstream, they heard a weak cry for help. The voice of a woman is especially striking: There are people here who are about to drown! Help us! The water's rising! The sound came from one of the sandspits, and those in punt could see, in the reflected light of the fire still burning, some of the injured located at the
edge of the river, which was covered in part by flood tides. Mr. Tanimoto wanted to help them, but the priests feared that Father Schiffer would die if they were not in a hurry, and they appealed to their ferry rider along. He dropped them off where he had put Father Schiffer down and then started back alone toward the sandspit. The night was hot, and it seemed even hotter
because of the fires against the sky, but the younger of the two girls Mr. Tanimoto and the rescued priests complained to Father Kleinsorge that she was cold. He put on her coat. She and her sister had been in the salt water of the river for a few hours before being rescued. The young person suffered large, coarse flash burns on the body; Brine must have been excruciatingly
painful for her. She began to tremble badly, and again said it was cold. Father Kleinsorge borrowed a blanket from someone nearby and wrapped her up, but she shook more and more, and said again, I was very cold, and then she suddenly stopped shaking and was dead.Mr. Tanimoto found about twenty men and women on sandspit. He drove the boat ashore and urged them to
get on board. They did not move and he realized that they were too weak to lift themselves up. He put his hand down and took a woman, but her skin slipped out in large pieces, like gloves. He was so sickened by this that he had to sit down for a moment. Then he got out into the water and, despite a small man, lifted some men and women, who were naked, into his boat. Their
backs and chests were clammy, and remember uneasily what big burns he saw in time was like: yellow at first, then red and swollen, with skin sloughed off, and finally, in the evening, suppurated and smelly. With the tide rising, his bamboo pole is now too short and he has had to paddle most of the way over with it. On the other side, at a higher spat, he lifts the slimy living bodies
out and carries them uphill out of the tide. He had to continue to have a sense of repetition with himself, these were human beings. It takes three trips to get them all across the river. When he was finished, he decided he had a rest, and he went back to the park. When Mr. Tanimoto stepped up to the dark bank, he stumbled on someone, and someone else said angrily, Look out!
That's my hand. Mr. Tanimoto, embarrassed to hurt the wounded, embarrassed to be able to go straight, suddenly thought of the naval hospital ship, which did not come (it never did), and he had a feeling of blind, murderous rage at the ship's crew, and then at all doctors. Why don't they come to help these people? Dr. Fujii lay in terrible pain all night on the roofless floor of his
family on the edge of the city. By the light of a lantern, he examined himself and saw: broken left collarbone; numerous scratches and lacerations of the face and body, including deep cuts on the chin, back and legs; extensive contusions on the chest and trunk; some ribs may be broken. If he had not been so badly injured, he might have been in Asano Park, assisting the injured.
At night, ten thousand victims of the explosion invaded the Red Cross Hospital, and Dr. Sasaki, exhausted, was moving aimlessly and dullly up and down stinky corridors with bandages and bottles of mercurochrome, still wearing the glasses he had taken from the wounded nurse, tying the worst cuts when he came to them. Other doctors have put salt solution compresses on the
worst burns. That's all they can do. After dark, they work by the light of the city's fires and by candlelight the remaining ten nurses keep them. Dr. Sasaki did not look outside the hospital all day; The inside scene was so horrible and fascinating that it did not happen to him to ask any questions about what happened outside the windows and doors. Ceilings and partitions have fallen;
plaster, dust, blood, and vomit everywhere. The patient was killed by hundreds, but there was no one to take away the corpses. Some hospital staff distribute biscuits and rice balls, but the smell of charnel houses is so strong that few people are hungry. By 3:00 a.m. the next morning, after 19 hours of consecutive work, Dr. Sasaki was unlikely to have another wound bandage. He
and several other survivors of hospital staff had straw mats and went out–thousands of patients and hundreds of deaths were in the yard and on the driveway–and rushed around the back of the hospital and lay down in hiding to rob some sleep. But within an hour of injuring people found them; a complaining circle is formed around them: Doctors! Help us! How can you sleep? Dr.
Sasaki gets up again and gets back to work. Earlier in the day, he first thought of his mother at their home state in Mukaihara, thirty miles from the town. He used to come home every night. He's afraid she'll think he's dead. Near where Mr. Tanimoto was transporting the priests, there was a large rice cake case that a rescue team apparently brought to the wounded but did not
distribute. Before evacuating the wounded priests, others passed the surrounding cakes and helped themselves. A few minutes later, a group of soldiers arrived, and an officer, listening to the priest speak a foreign language, draw his sword and hysterically ask who they were. One of the priests calmed him down and explained that they were German-allied. The officer apologized
and said there were reports going around that U.S. skydiving had landed. The priests decided that they should take Father Schiffer first. As they prepared to leave, Father Superior LaSalle said he felt terrible cold. One of the Cym words gave up his coat, one of his shirts; they were excited to wear less during the muggy night. The stretcher people started. The theology students
lead the way and try to warn others of the obstacles, but one priest has a tangled leg in some telephone wires and stumbles and drops his corner of the garbage. Father Schiffer rolled out, lost consciousness, came, and then vomited. The bearers picked him up and continued with him to the edge of the city, where they had arranged to meet a relay of other priests, leave him with
them, and go back and have Father Superior.The wooden litter must have been terribly painful for Father LaSalle , in which the back point of the small particles of window glass has been embedded. Near the edge of town, the group had to walk around a burned-out car and squat on the narrow road, and the bearers on one side, unable to see their way in the dark, fell into a deep
ditch. Father LaSalle was thrown to the ground and the rubbish broke in two. A priest went ahead to get a hand tow truck from Novitiate, but he soon found one next to an empty house and wheeled it back. The priest lifted Father LaSalle into the cart and pushed him on the bumpy road the rest of the way. The principal of Novitiate, who had been a doctor before he entered the
religious order, cleaned the wounds of the two priests and put them to bed between clean sheets, and they thanked God for the care they had received. Thousands of people have no one to help them. Ms. Sasaki is one of them. Abandoned and helpless, under raw leanness in the yard of the tin factory, next to the woman who lost a breast and the man with a burned face is rarely
another face, she suffered terribly that night from pain in her broken leg. She didn't sleep at all; She is also Chat with her insomnia Park, Mrs. Murata keeps Father Kleinsorge awake all night by talking to him. No one in the Nakamura family could sleep; children, despite being very sick, were interested in everything that happened. They were delighted when one of the city's gas
tanks went up in a tremendous explosion of flames. Toshio, the boy, shouts at others to look at the reflection on the river. Mr. Tanimoto, after long periods and hours of rescue work, was unable to easily do so. When he woke up, in the first light of dawn, he looked across the river and saw that he was not festering, limping body high enough on the sandspit the night before. The
tide had rised above where he had placed them; they didn't have the power to move; They must have drowned. He saw some bodies floating in the river. Early that morning, on August 7, Japanese radio first broadcast a brief announcement that very few, if any, of those most interested in its contents, survivors in Hiroshima, happened to hear: Hiroshima was significantly damaged
as a result of an attack by several B-29s. It is believed that a new type of bomb was used. The details are being investigated. Nor is it possible that any survivor happened to be tuned in to a short-wave rebroadcast of an extraordinary announcement by the President of the United States, which identified the new bomb as atomic: That bomb has a power of more than twenty
thousand tons of TNT. It has more than 2,000 times the power of Britain's Grand Slam, making it the largest bomb ever used in the history of war. The victims would have worried at all about what was going on thinking of it and discussed it in more primitive, child-sprinkling gas conditions from an aircraft, be it, or some flammable gas, or a large cluster of indant, or the work of
skydiving; but, even if they knew the truth, most of them were too busy or too tired or too badly sore to care that they were the subjects of the first major experiments in the use of atomic energy, which (as voices on short waves shouted) had no country except the United States , with his industrial know-how, his willingness to throw two billion dollars of gold into an important war-
time gamble , could be possible. Mr Tanimoto is still angry with doctors. He decided that he would personally bring one to Asano Park - by scruffing the neck, if necessary. He crossed the river, passed through the Theor deed temple, where he had met his wife for a short moment the day before, and walked to the Eastern Parade Area. Since this has long been indicated as an
evacuation area, he thought he would find an aid station there. He found one, run by an Army medical unit, but he also found that its doctors were hopelessly overloaded, with thousands of patients scattered among the corpses on the field in front of it. However, he went one of the military doctors said, as humiliated as he could, Didn't you go to Asano Park? You are essential there.
Not even looking up from his job, the doctor spoke in a tired voice, This is my station. But there's a lot of dead people on the riverbank over there... The first task, doctors say, is to care for people with minor injuries. Why - when so many people are seriously injured on the riverbank? The doctor transferred to another patient. In an emergency like this, as if he were reciting from the
manual, the first task was to help as much as possible—to save as many lives as possible, he said. There is no hope for those seriously injured. They're going to die. We can't bother them. That may be true from a medical point of view - Mr. Tanimoto began, but then he looked out across the field, where many of the dead lay close and intimate with those still alive, and he turned
away without completing his judgment, angry now with himself. He didn't know what to do; He promised some dying people in the park that he would bring them medical aid. They may die from feeling deceived. He saw a ration standing on one side of the field, and he went there and begged for some rice cakes and biscuits, and he brought them back, in place of the doctors, to
those in the park. The morning, again, was hot. Father Kleinsorge went to get water for the wounded in a bottle and a teapot that he had borrowed. He had heard that it was possible to get fresh drinking water outside Asano Park. Passing through the rocky gardens, he had to climb over and crawl under the fallen pine tree trunk; He found himself weak. There are many dead in the
garden. At a beautiful moon bridge, he overtook a naked, living woman who appeared to have burned from head to toe and was red all over. Near the entrance to the park, an Army doctor was working, but the only medicine he had was iodine, which he drew on cuts, bruises, slimy burns, everything - and now everything that he painted had pus on it. Outside the park gates, Father
Kleinsorge found a tap still working—part of the plumbing of a house that disappeared—and he filled his vase and returned. When he gave the injured water, he made a second trip. This time, the woman by the bridge died. On his way back to the water, he got lost on a loop around a fallen tree, and when he looked his way through the woods, he heard a voice asking from the
underbrush, Do you have anything to drink? He saw a uniform. Thinking that there was only one soldier, he approached the water. When he had penetrated the bushes, he saw there were about twenty men, and they were all in exactly the same nightmarish state: their faces were completely burned, their eyesockets were empty, fluid from their melted eyes was running down their
cheeks. (They had to have their faces upside down when the bomb went off; maybe they were air defense personnel.) Their mouths are swollen wounds, covered with pus, which they can not tolerate enough to acknowledge the proboscis of the teapot. So Father Kleinsorge has a Piece the grass and draw the stems to make a straw, and give them all the water to drink that way.
One of them said, I can't see anything. Father Kleinsorge replied, cheerful as he could, There was a doctor at the entrance to the park. Now he is busy, but he will come soon and fix your eyes, I hope. Since that day, Father Kleinsorge has rethinked how queasy he once was seen in pain, how other people's cutting fingers used to make him faint. However, there in the park he was
so benumbed that immediately after leaving this horrific scene, he stopped on a path of one of the pools and discussed with a man with minor injuries whether it would be safe to eat fat, two-legged carp floating dead on the surface of the water. They decided, after some consideration, that it would be unwise. Father Kleinsorge filled the containers a third time and returned to the
riverbank. There, between death and death, he saw a young woman with a needle and thread fixing her kimono, which had been slightly torn. Father Kleinsorge joshed her. Mys, but you are a dandy! he said. She laughed. He felt tired and lay down. He began talking to two attractive children he had met the previous afternoon. He learned that their name was Kataoka; 13-year-old
girl, 5-year-old boy. The girl was just about to set off for a barbershop when the bomb went down. When the family began arriving at Asano Park, their mother decided to return to get some food and additional clothing; they became separated from her in the crowd who fled, and they have not seen her since. Occasionally they stop abruptly in their absolutely fun play and start
crying for their mother. It's hard for all the kids in the park to maintain a sense of tragedy. Toshio Nakamura is quite excited to see his friend Seichi Sato riding in the river on a boat with his family, and he runs to the bank and waves and screams, Sato! Sato! The boy turned his head and shouted, Who is it? Nakamura.... Hello, Toshio! Are you guys safe?. Have. What about you?
Yes, we're all right. My sisters are vomiting, but I'm fine. Father Kleinsorge began to thirst in the terrible heat, and he did not feel strong enough to go get water again. A little before noon, he saw a Japanese woman giving something. Soon, she came to him and spoke in a kind voice, these were tea leaves. Chew them, young man, and you won't feel thirsty. The tenderness of the
woman made Father Kleinsorge suddenly want to cry. For weeks, he felt oppressed by the alien hatred that the Japanese seemed increasingly expressed, and he was uncomfortable even with his Japanese friends. This stranger's gesture makes him a little hysterical. Around noon, the priests came from Novitiate with hand-tow trucks. They went to the media's place in the city and
have obtained a number of suitcases that have been stored in air raid shelters and have also picked up the remains of holy ships melting in of the chapel. Now they pack Father Kleinsorge's papier-mâché suitcase and things belonging to Ms. Murata and nakamuras into the cart, put two Nakamura girls on board, and prepare to start. Then one of the Line names had a real turn of
mind remembering that they had been informed some time earlier if they damaged property at the hands of enemies, they could enter a claim with the provincial police. The saints discussed the issue there in the park, with the wounded silent as the dead around them, and decided that Father Kleinsorge, as a former resident of the destroyed mission, was the participant in the
claim. So when others came out with hand-pulled cars, Father Kleinsorge said goodbye to the Kataoka children and trudged to a police station. Fresh, police in clean uniforms from one town to another were in charge, and a crowd of filthy and disturbed citizens crowded around them, mostly asking after relatives were lost. Father Kleinsorge filled out a claim form and began walking
through the town centre on his way to Nagatsuka. It was then that he first realized the extent of the damage; He crossed the block after the ruins, and even after all he had seen in the park, his breath was taken away. By the time he arrived in Novitiate, he was ill with exhaustion. The last thing he did when he fell into bed was ask someone to go back to the Kataoka kids without a
mother. In total Ms Sasaki was left two days and two nights under the roof with her legs crushed and her two nasty teammates. Her only redirect is when the men arrive at the factory's airstrike shelters, which she can see from under a corner of her shelter, and pull the corpses up from them with ropes. Her legs become colored, swollen and arid. All that time, she had no food and
water. On Tuesday, August 8, several friends who thought she was dead came to search for her body and found her. They told her that her mother, father and brother, who at the time of the explosion were at Tamura Children's Hospital, where the baby was a patient, were all thought to be definitely dead, as the hospital was completely destroyed. Her friends then left her to think
that news piece was over. Later, several men held her with their hands and feet and drove her quite far to a truck. For about an hour, the truck moved on a bumpy road, and Ms. Sasaki, who was convinced that she was dull because of the pain, discovered that she was not. The men took her out at a relief station in the section of Inokuchi, where two army doctors looked at her.
The moment one of them touched her wound, she fainted. She arrived in time to hear them discuss whether to amputate her leg; one said there was air mail in the wound's lips and predicted she would die unless they amputated, and the other said it was too bad, because they have the equipment to do the job. She fainted again. When she Consciously, she was taken somewhere
on a stretcher. She was put on a launch pad, went to the nearby island of Ninoshima, and she was taken to a military hospital there. Another doctor examined her and said she did not have air mail damage, even though she had suffered quite ugly compound fractures. He said quite coldly that he was sorry, but this was a hospital for surgical cases only, and because she had no
gangrene, she would have to return to Hiroshima that night. But then the doctor took her temperature, and what he saw on the thermotherm made him decide to let her stay. That day, on August 8, Father Cieslik went into the city to find Mr. Fukai, the diocese's Japanese secretary, who rode reluctantly out of the blazing city on Kleinsorge's father's back and then ran frantically back
into it. Father Cieslik began hunting in the neighborhood of Sakai Bridge, where the Csym family last saw Mr. Fukai; he went to the East Parade Ground, the evacuation area where the secretary may have gone, and searched for him among the wounded and died there; he went to the provincial police and carried out investigations. He could not find any trace of the man. Back in
Novitiate that evening, the theology student, who had been in the same room as Mr. Fukai at the missionary, told the priests that the secretary had remarked to him, in an airstrike alarm a day before the bombing, That Japan was dying. If there is a real airstrike in Hiroshima, I want to die with our country. The priest concluded that Mr. Fukai had run back to immolate himself in
flames. They never see him again. At the Red Cross Hospital, Dr. Sasaki worked for three consecutive days with just one hour of sleep. On the second day, he began stitching up the worst cuts, and soon overnight the next night and all the next day he stitched up. Many wounds are festering. Fortunately, someone has found intact a supply of narucopon, a Japanese sedative, and
he has given it to many who are in pain. From going around among the staff that there must be something special about the big bomb, because on Monday the deputy director of the hospital went down in the basement to the basement where the X-ray panels were stored and found the entire stock exposed as they lay. That day, a new doctor and ten nurses came from Yamaguchi
City with bandages and additional antiseptics, and on Tuesday another doctor and dozens of other nurses came from Matsue - but still only eight doctors for ten thousand patients. On tuesday afternoon, exhausted by his foul luck, Dr. Sasaki became obsessed with the idea that his mother thought he was dead. He was allowed to go to Mukaihara. He walked out to the first suburb,
out there the tram service was still active, and arrived home in the late evening. His mother said she knew he was fine so far; An injured nurse stopped to tell her. He went to bed and seventeen hours. Before dawn on August 8, someone entered the room at Novitiate where Father Kleinsorge was in bed, reached the hanging light bulb, and turned it on. The sudden flood of light,
poured into Father Kleinsorge's half-asleep, took him jumping out of bed, braced for a new concussion. When he realized what had happened, he laughed confusedly and went back to bed. He's been there all day. On August 9, Father Kleinsorge was still tired. The principal looked at his cuts and said they were not even worth dressing, and if Father Kleinsorge kept them clean,
they would heal in three or four days. Father Kleinsorge felt uncomfortable; he still could not understand what he was going through; as if he had sinned of something terrible, he felt he had to go back to the scene of the violence he had experienced. He got up out of bed and entered the city. He scratched for a moment in the missionary's ruins, but he found nothing. He went to the
site of a few schools and asked after those he knew. He searched for some of the city's Japanese Catholics, but he only found the houses that crashed. He walked back to Novitiate, stupefied and without any new understanding. Two minutes after 11 a.m. on 9 August, the second atomic bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. It was days before the survivors of Hiroshima knew they had
the company, because Japanese radio and newspapers were extremely cautious about the subject of exotic weapons. On August 9, Mr Tanimoto was still working in the park. He went to the outskirts of Ushida, where his wife was staying with friends, and had a tent that he had stored there before the bombing. Now he has taken it to the park and set it up as a shelter for some
injured people who cannot move or be moved. Whatever he did in the park, he felt he was being watched by the twenty-year-old girl, Ms. Kamai, his former neighbor, whom he had seen on the day the bomb exploded, with his dead daughter in her arms. She kept the small corpse in her arms for four days, although it began to smell bad on the second day. Once, Mr. Tanimoto sat
with her for a while, and she told him that the bomb had buried her under their house with the baby tied to her back, and when she had dug her own, she discovered that the baby was choking, her mouth was full of dirt. With her little finger, she carefully cleaned the infant's mouth, and for a while the child was breathing normally and seemed all right; Then all of a sudden he's dead.
Ms. Kamai also spoke of her husband as a good man, and again urged Mr. Tanimoto to look for him. Since Mr. Tanimoto was all through the city on the first day and has seen soldiers burned terribly from Kamai's article, the Chugoku Regional Military Headquarters, everywhere, he knows it will not be possible to find Kamai, even if he is alive , of course he didn't tell her that. Every
time she sees Mr. Tanimoto, she asks if he has found her Once, he tried to suggest that it might be time to cremate the baby, but Ms. Kamai kept it tighter. He began to stay away from her, but whenever he looked at her, she stared at him and her eyes asked the same question. He tries to escape her look by keeping his back turned to her as much as possible. The Pentagon has
taken about fifty refugees into Novitiate's exquisite chapel. The principal gave them what medical care he could - mostly just clean away of pus. Each nakamuras are provided with a blanket and a mosquito net. Ms. Nakamura and her young daughter had no appetite and ate nothing; Her son and other daughters ate, and lost, every meal they were provided. On August 10, a friend,
Mrs Osaki, came to see them and told them that her son Hideo had been burned alive in the factory where he worked. Hideo was once a kind of hero to Toshio, who often went to the factory to watch him run his machine. That night, Toshio awoke screaming. He dreamed of Mrs. Osaki coming out of a gap in the ground with her family, and then he saw Hideo at his computer, a big
one with a spinning belt, and he himself was standing next to Hideo, and for some reason this was scary. On August 10, Father Kleinsorge, after hearing from someone that Dr. Fujii had been injured and he eventually went to a friend's summer house named Okuma, in Fukawa Village, asked Father Cieslik if he was going to see Dr. Fujii. Father Cieslik went to Misasa station,
outside Hiroshima, riding for twenty minutes on a tram, and then walked for an hour and a half in a terrible hot sun to Mr. Okuma's house, located next to the Ota River at the foot of the mountain. He found Dr. Fujii sitting in a chair in a kimono, applying compression to his broken collarbone. The doctor told Father Cieslik about losing his glasses and said his eyes bothered him. He
showed the priest large blue and green stripes where the beams had bruised him. He offered the Cymed before a cigarette and then whisky, albeit only at 11 a.m. Father Cieslik thought it would please Dr. Fujii if he took a little, so he said yes. A servant brought some Suntory whiskey, and the Marmity, Doctor, and the host had a very pleasant conversation. Mr. Okuma lived in
Hawaii, and he said some things about Americans. Dr. Fujii talked a little about the disaster. He said Mr Okuma and a nurse went into the rubble of his hospital and brought a small safe that he had moved into his airstrike shelter. This contained a number of surgical instruments, and Dr. Fujii gave Father Cieslik a few pairs of scissors and tweezers for the principal at Novitiate.
Father Cieslik exploded with some dope inside he had, but he waited until the conversation moved naturally to the mystery of the bomb. Then he said he knew what kind of a bomb it was; he has secrets about the best authority of a journalist The version already has novitiate. The bomb was not a bomb at all; it is a fine magnesium powder sprayed onto the entire city by a single



aircraft, and it explodes when it comes into contact with the direct wires of the city's electrical system. That is to say, Dr. Fujii, completely satisfied, since after all the information comes from a journalist, that it can only be dropped into major cities and only in the daytime, when tram lines and so on are active. After five days of service to the wounded in the park, Mr Tanimoto
returned home and dug in the rubble on August 11. He took some of the diary and church records that had been kept in the book and were only burned around the edges, as well as some cooking utensils and pottery. While he was working, a Ms. Tanaka came and said that her father had asked him. Mr. Tanimoto had reason to hate his father, a retired shipping company official,
even though he had done a major program about his charity, notoriously selfish and ruthless, and just days before the bombing, had told some publicly that Mr. Tanimoto was a spy for the Americans. At the time of the bombing, Mr. Tanaka was walking in the streets in front of the city's radio station. He suffered severe flash burns, but he was able to walk home. He took refuge in
his Neighborhood Association shelter and has since tried his best to get medical aid. He expected all of Hiroshima's doctors to come to him, because he was very wealthy and very famous for giving his money away. When none of them came, he angrily set out to search for them; leaning on his daughter's arm, he walked from the private hospital to the private hospital, but it was all
in ruins, and he came back and lay down in the shelter again. Now he was very weak and knew he was going to die. He is willing to be comforted by any religion. Mr. Tanimoto came to help you. He went down to the tomb as a shelter and, when his eyes were adjusted to darkness, saw Mr. Tanaka, his face and arms bulging and covered with pus and blood, and his swollen eyes
closed. The old man smelled very bad, and he groaned constantly. He seemed to recognize Mr. Tanimoto's voice. Standing in the stairwell of shelter to get light, Mr. Tanimoto read aloud from a pocket Bible in Japanese: For a thousand years in His sight, but as yesterday when it was over, and as a clock in the night. He carried the children of man away as with a flood; they are
like a sleep; in the morning they resemble sprouting grass. In the morning it thrives and grows; in the evening it is cut, and defeated. For we are consumed by The Anger of Thoe and your wrath that we are in trouble. You've put our ininess before You, our secret sin in the light of Your face. For all the days of I have passed away in His wrath: we spend our many years as a story
told... Mr. Tanaka died when Mr. Tanimoto read the celestial body. On August 11, 8, to Ninoshima Military Hospital that a large number of military casualties from chugoku regional military command arrived on the island that day, and it was deemed necessary to evacuate all civilian patients. Ms Sasaki, still alarmingly high fever, was placed on a large ship. She lay on the deck, with
a pillow at her feet. There was an awning on the deck, but the ship's course caused her to sink in the sun. She felt as if she was under a magnifying glass in the sun. Pus flows out of her wound, and soon the entire pillow is covered with it. She was brought ashore at Hatsukaichi, a town a few miles southwest of Hiroshima, and taken to Goddess of Mercy Primary School, which
was converted into a hospital. She lay there for several days before a fracture specialist came from Kobe. At that time her legs were red and swollen to her hips. The doctor decided he couldn't set the breaks. He made an incision and put in a rubber tube to get out of putrescence. At Novitiate, Kataoka children without a mother are in no consolation. Father Cieslik worked hard to
keep them distracted. He set riddles for them. He asked, What is the smartest animal in the world?, and after the thirteen-year-old girl had guessed monkeys, elephants, horses, he said, No, it must be hippos, because in Japanese that animal is kaba, the back of baka, stupid. He told bible stories, started, in the order of things, with creation. He showed them a souvenir book of
snapshots taken in Europe. However, they cried most of the time for their mother. A few days later, Father Cieslik began hunting down the families of the children. First, he learned through the police that an uncle had gone to the authorities in Kure, a city not far away, to ask for children. He later heard that an older brother had tried to track them down by mail in Ujina, a suburb of
Hiroshima. Still afterwards, he heard that the mother was alive and was on Goto Island, off Nagasaki. And finally, by keeping a check on the Ujina post office, he contacted his brother and returned the children to their mother. About a week after the bomb fell, an ambiguous, indegradable rumor came to Hiroshima, that the city was destroyed by energy released when the atoms
were somehow split in two. This weapon is referred to in this oral report as genshi bakudan - the original characters can be translated as the original child bomb. No one understands the idea or puts any more trust in it than in magnesium powder and such things. Newspapers have been brought in from other cities, but they still limit themselves to extremely generic statements,
such as Domei's assertion on August 12: There is nothing to do, but acknowledge the tremendous power of this in humanity bomb. Earlier, Japanese scientists entered the city with the Lauritsen telescope and Neher electrometer; they understand the idea all too well. On the 12th Nakamuras, all of them still quite ill, went to the nearby town of Kabe and moved in with Ms.
Nakamura's sister-in-law. The next day, Ms. Nakamura, although she was too ill to walk much, returned to Hiroshima alone, by tram to the suburbs, by walking from there. All week, in Novitiate, she was worried about her mother, brother and sister, who lived in a part of the town called Fukuro, and besides, she felt attracted by some passion, just as Father Kleinsorge was. She
discovers that her family is dead. She returned to Kabe surprised and depressed by what she had seen and learned in the city that she could not speak that evening. A comparative order, at least, began to be established at the Red Cross Hospital. Dr. Sasaki, returning from the rest of himself, has committed to classifying his patients (who are still scattered everywhere, even on
the stairs). The staff gradually swept up the debris. Best of all, the nurses and flight crew began to remove the corpses. Handling the dead, by cremation and decent worship, is a greater moral responsibility for the Japanese than taking full care of the living. Relatives identified most of the first days had died in and around the hospital. Starting on Monday, whenever a patient
appeared to be moribund, a piece of paper with his name on it was fastened to his clothes. The corpse details carry the bodies to an external clearing, put them on wooden pyres from crumbling houses, burn them, put some ashes in envelopes intended for contact X-ray plates, mark envelopes with the names of the dead, and pile them up, neatly and respectfully , in the stack in
the main office. In a few days, the envelopes filled one side of the temple improvised. In Kabe, on the morning of 15 August, ten-year-old Toshio Nakamura heard an airplane. He runs outdoors and identifies it with a professional eye as a B29. There's Mr. B! he screamed. One of his relatives called him: He didn't have enough of Mr. B? The question has a kind of symbol. At that
time, the dull, dispirited voice of Hirohito, Emperor Tenno, spoke for the first time in history via radio: After deeply pondering the general trends of the world and the actual conditions that have been in our Empire today, We have decided to make a resolution of the current situation using to a measure extraordinary . . . Ms. Nakamura went to the city again, to dig up some of the rice
she had buried in the neighborhood of the shelter airstrike association. She had it and started coming back for Kabe. On the tram, quite by chance, she met her sister, who was not in Hiroshima on the day of the bombing. Have you heard the news? her older sister asked. What news? The war is over. Don't say such a foolish thing, sister... But I heard it on the radio. And there, in a
whisper, it was the voice of the Emperor. Oh, Mrs. Nakamura said (she needs nothing more than to make her give up although there are atomic bombs, that Japan still has a chance to win the war), in that case . . . Some time later, in a letter to an American, Mr. Tanimoto described the events of that morning. In the post-war era, the magic of our history happened. On August 15,
we were told that some news is of great importance, he can listen &amp; we should all listen to it. So I went to Hiroshima train station. There's a big loudspeaker in the wreckage of the station. Many civilians, all of them were within limits, some helped by their daughter's shoulders, some sustained their injured feet with sticks, they listened to the broadcast and when they came to
realize the fact that it was the Emperor, they cried with full tears in their eyes , 'What a wonderful blessing it is that the Tenno themselves call us and we can hear our own voice in person. We are completely satisfied in such a great sacrifice.' When they learned that the war was over— meaning that Japan had been defeated, of course, they were deeply disappointed, but obeyed
the Emperor's commandments in the spirit of calm, sacrificing wholeheartedly for the eternal peace of the world — and Japan began its new path. IV—Panic Grass and FeverfewOn August 18, twelve days after the bomb exploded, Father Kleinsorge set off on a walk to Hiroshima from Novitiate with a papier-mâché suitcase in his hand. He began to think that this bag, in which he
kept his valuables, had the quality of the amulet, because of the way he had found it after the explosion, standing by the handle at the door of his room, while the desk he had previously hid it in debris on the floor. Now he has used it to bring the saddle belonging to Jesus' society to the Hiroshima branch of Yokohama Specie Bank, which has reopened in its half-ruined building. On
the whole, he felt pretty good that morning. It is true that the small cuts he received had not been healed in three or four days, as the principal of Novitiate, who examined them, had actively promised them, but Father Kleinsorge had rested well for a week and considered that he was ready for the hard work. By now he was accustomed to the horrific scene through which he walked
on his way into the city: large rice paddies near Novitiate, streaked with brown; houses on the outskirts of the city, standing but crumbling, with broken windows and dishevelled bricks; and then, quite suddenly, the beginning of four square miles of reddish-brown scars, where almost everything was buffeted down and burned; range across the range of collapsed city blocks, with
here and there a rough sign erected on a pile of ashes and bricks (Sister, where are you? or All safe and we live in naked trees and canted telephone poles; few standing, gutted buildings that only highlight the horizontality of everything else (the Science Museum and and with its dome stripped into its steel frame, as if for an autopsy; The modern Chamber of Commerce building, its
tower is cold, rigid and can not attack after the blow as before; giant, low, camouflaged town hall; rows of dowdy banks, caricaturing a shaky economic system); and on the streets, a creepy traffic—hundreds of crumpled bikes, shells of street cars and cars, all stopping in the middle of motion. The whole way, Father Kleinsorge was oppressed by the thought that all the damage he
saw was done in an instant by a bomb. By the time he arrived at the town centre, the day had become very hot. He walked to Yokohama Bank, was trading in a makeshift wooden booth on the ground floor of the building, sent money, followed the mission complex just to get another view of the wreckage, and then began returning to Novitiate. About halfway there, he began to feel
special. The more or less magical suitcase, now empty, suddenly seemed terribly heavy. His knees became weak. He felt extremely tired. With a significant expenditure of morale, he managed to achieve Novitiate. He did not think his weaknesses were worth mentioning with other Cysies. But a few days later, while trying to say Mass, he had a start of fainting and even after three
attempts was unable to go through with the service, and the next morning the principal, who examined Father Kleinsorge's cuts seemed insignificant but did not heal daily , ask in surprise, What did you do with your wound? They were suddenly more enlarged and swollen and inflamed. When she got dressed on the morning of August 20, in her sister-in-law's house in Kabe, not far
from Nagatsuka, Ms. Nakamura, who had not suffered any cuts or burns at all, although she was quite nauseous throughout the week, she and her children spent as guests of Father Kleinsorge and other Catholics in Novitiate , began to repair her hair and noticed , after a stroke, her comb carried a handful of hair; the second time, the same thing happened, so she stopped
combing at the same time. But over the next three or four days, her hair continued to fall out of her own suit, until she was quite bald. She began to live in the house, practically staying hidden. On August 26, both she and her young daughter, Myeko, woke up feeling extremely frail and tired, and they stayed in their beds. Her other son and daughter, who shared every experience
with her during and after the bombing, felt fine. Around that time, he had lost track of the days, so difficult that he worked to establish a temporary place of worship in a private house he had rented in the suburbs–Mr. Tanimoto fell suddenly ill with a general state of discomfort, fatigue, and fever, and he, too , came his bedroll on the floor of a half-wrecked friend in the suburb of
Ushida.These four did not realize it, but they went down with the strange, erratic disease that came later called Illness. Ms. Sasaki was in steady pain at Goddess of Mercy Elementary School, at Hatsukaichi, the fourth station southwest of Hiroshima on the train. An internal infection still prevents the proper setting of compound fractures of her left shin. A young man is in the same
hospital and seems to have become liked her despite her relentless preoccupation with her suffering, or else just pitying her for it, lending her a Japanese translation of de Maupassant, and she tried to read the story , but she can concentrate just four or five minutes at a time. Hospitals and aid stations around Hiroshima were so crowded in the first weeks after the bombing, and
their staff were so changed, depending on their health and the unpredictable appearance of outside help, that patients must constantly be transferred from place to place. Ms. Sasaki, who has been moved three times, twice by train, was taken in late August to an engineering school, also at Hatsukaichi. As her leg did not improve but swelled more and more, doctors at the school
tied it with a coarse brace and took her by car, on September 9, to the Red Cross Hospital in Hiroshima. This was her first chance to look at the ruins of Hiroshima; The last time she was taken through the streets of the city, she was hovering on the edge of unconsciousness. Although the wreckage has been described to her, and although she is still in pain, the spectacle is
horrifying and astonishing, and there is something she noticed about it that especially gave her creeps. On everything-up through the ruins of the city, in the gutter, along the riverbank, tangled between bricks and tin roofs, climbing on charred trunks-is a blanket of fresh, vivid, lush, optimistic green; the verdancy rises even from the foundation of the crumbling house. Weeds hid
ash, and wildflowers bloomed among the city's bones. The bomb not only left the underground bodies of plants intact; It irritated them. Everywhere are spanish bluets and bayonets, goosefoot, morning glory and day lilies, left feathered beans, purslane and clotbur and sesame and panic grass and feverfew. Especially in a circle in the center, senna tires have grown in extraordinary
regeneration, not only standing among the burnt remnants of the same tree, but also pushing up in new places, between the bricks and through cracks in the asphalt. It really seems like a load of l sickle-senna seeds have been dropped along with the bomb. At the Red Cross Hospital, Ms. Sasaki is cared for by Dr. Sasaki. Now, a month after the explosion, something like order
has been re-established in the hospital; it is to say that the patient is still lying in the corridor at least having carpets to sleep on and that the supply of the drug, which was launched in the first few days, has been replaced, albeit incompletely, by donations from other cities. Dr. Sasaki, a seventeen hours of sleep at his home on Tuesday night, since then ever rested only about six
hours a night, on a rug at the hospital; he lost 20 pounds from his very small body; he still wears the unsym fit glasses he borrowed from an injured nurse. Since Ms. Sasaki was such a sick woman (and perhaps, he later admitted, just a little because she was named Sasaki), Dr. Sasaki placed her on a rug in a semi-private room, which at the time had only eight people in it. He
asked her and put down on her recording card, in exactly, scrunched-up Germany, in which he wrote all his records: Mittelgrosse Patient in gutem Ernährungszustand. Fraktur am linken Unterschenkelknochen mit Wunde; Anschwellung in der linken Unterschenkelgegend. Haut und sichtbare Schleimhäute mässig durchblutet und kein Oedema, noting that she is a medium-sized
female patient in good general health; that she suffered a fracture of her left tibia, swelling of her left shin; that her visible skin and mucous membranes have been discovered a lot with petechiae, which is hemorrhagic in size of rice grains, or even as large as soy; and, in addition, her head, eyes, throat, lungs and heart seemed normal; And she has a fever. He'd put his fractures
and put his foot in an actor, but he ran off the plaster of Paris long ago, so he just stretched her out on a rug and prescribed aspirin for his fever, and glucose intravenously and oral diastase for her malnutrition (which he didn't enter on his profile because everyone suffered from it). She only exhibited one of the intoxicating symptoms so many of his patients had only then started
showing-hemorrhaging in place. Dr. Fujii is still pursued by bad luck, which is still connected to the river. Now he is living in Mr. Okuma's summer house, in Fukawa. This house clings to the steep banks of the Ota River. Here his injuries seemed to progress well, and he even began treating the refugees who came to him from the neighborhood, using medical equipment he had
taken from a cache in the suburbs. He noticed in some of his patients a curious syndrome of symptoms that cut out in the third and fourth weeks, but he was unable to do more than swathe cuts and burns. In early September, it began to rain, stable and heavy. The river's coming up. On September 17, there is cloudy, rainy places, then some rain, morning where there is hot sun,
evening and night rain in some places. Mr. Okuma and Dr. Fujii became frightened and scrambled the mountain to a farmer's house. (Down in Hiroshima, flooding took up where the bomb had left- sweeping away the bridges that had survived the blast, washing the streets, weakening the foundations of buildings still standing and ten miles to the west, Ono Army Hospital, where a
team of experts from Kyoto Imperial University was studying the delayed suffering of patients, suddenly slipped down a beautiful, pine-dark slope into the inland and drowned most investigators and their mysterious sick patients alike.) After the storm, Dr. Fujii and Mr. Okuma went into the river and found that the Okuma house had been completely washed away. Because so many
people suddenly felt sick almost a month after the atomic bomb was dropped, an unpleasant rumor began to move around, and eventually it went to the house in Kabe, where Ms. Nakamura lay bald and sick. It was the atomic bomb that deposited some kind of poison on Hiroshima that would have ing yet another deadly outing in seven years; No one can go there all that time.
This particularly upset Ms. Nakamura, who recalled that in a confused moment on the morning of the explosion she sank her entire livelihood vehicle, her Sankoku sewing machine, in a small cement water tank in front of what remained of the house; Now no one can go and fish it out. So far, Ms. Nakamura and her relatives have been quite resigned and are more sensitive about
the morality of the atomic bomb, but this rumor suddenly arouses american hatred and outrage than they have felt all through war. Japanese esters, who know a lot about atomic fission (one of them owns a cyclotron), worried about prolonged radiation in Hiroshima, and in mid-August, not many days after President Truman revealed the type of bomb that had been dropped, they
entered the city to investigate. The first thing they do is roughly to identify a center by observing the side on which the telephone pole all around the center of the town has been scorched; they settled on the torii gate of Gokoku Shrine, right next to the parade area of Chugoku Regional Military Headquarters. From there, they worked north and south with the Lauritsen telescope,
sensitive to both beta and gamma rays. These indicated that the highest radioactivity intensity, near torii, was 4.2 times the average natural leak of extremely short waves for the earth of that region. Scientists noticed that the flash of the bomb had changed the color of the concrete to a pale red color, had scaled the surface of the granite, and had scorched some other building
materials, and therefore the bomb had, in some places, left fingerprints of darkness that had been cast by its light. Experts found, for example, a permanent shadow thrown on the roof of the Chamber of Commerce Building (220 meters from the rough center) by the rectangular tower of the structure; several others in the observation station atop the Hypothetical Bank (2,050 yards);
another tower in the Chugoku power supply building (800 yards); an expected handle of a gas pump (2,630 yards); and some on granite headstones in Gokoku Shrine (35 yards). By way of this triangle and other shadows with objects that form them, scientists determined that the center was precisely a point 150 meters south of and a few meters southeast of the ruins that were
once Shima Hospital. (A few vague human shadows have been found, and they have led to stories that eventually include fancy and accurate details. A story tells of how an artist on a ladder was monumentalized in a kind of ballerica on the stone front of a bank building he was working on, in the act of dipping his brush into possible drawing; another, how a man and his cart on the
bridge near the Museum of Science and Industry, almost under the center of the explosion, were thrown down in an extinguishing darkness that made it clear that the man was about to whip his horse.) Starting east and west from the actual center, scientists, in early September, made new measurements, and the highest radiation they found this time was 3.9 times the natural leak.
Since radiation at least a thousand natural leaks will be required to seriously affect the human body, scientists claim that people can enter Hiroshima without any danger at all. As soon as this reasscion reached the family that Ms. Nakamura was hiding herself —or, at all costs, shortly after her hair began to grow back—her whole family eased their hatred of America, and Ms.
Nakamura sent her brother-in-law to find the sewing machine. It was still submerged in the water tank, and when he brought it home, she found, with her disapathy, that it was all rusty and useless. On the first weekend of September, Father Kleinsorge was lying in bed in Novitiate with a fever of 102.2, and as he seemed to get worse, his colleagues decided to send him to the
Catholic International Hospital in Tokyo. Father Cieslik and the principal took him as far as Kobe and a Lineage from that city took him the rest of the way, with a message from a Kobe doctor to The International Hospital's Mother Superior: Think twice before you give this man a blood transfusion , because with atomic bomb patients, we are not sure that if you stick needles on them
, they will stop bleeding. When Father Kleinsorge arrived at the hospital, he was terribly pale and very shaky. He complained that the bomb had upset his digestion and left him with abdominal pain. His white blood was 3,000 (5-7,000 were normal), he suffered from severe anemia, and his temperature was 104. A doctor who did not know much about these strange manifestations -
Father Kleinsorge was one of the few atomic patients who came to Tokyo - came to see him, and in front of the patient he was the most encouraging. You'll be out here in two weeks, he said. But when the doctor went out into the hallway, he told Mother Superior, he was going to die. All the dead bomb people you will see. They go along for a few weeks and then they die. Doctors
prescribed suralimentation to Father Kleinsorge. Every three hours, they squeeze some eggs or beef juice in and they fed him all the sugars he could They gave him vitamins, and iron and arsenic drugs (in Fowler's solution) for his anemia. He confused both doctors' predictions; he less died nor stood up for two weeks. Despite the fact that the message from Dr. Kobe deprived him
of a blood transfusion, it will be the most useful therapy of all, his fever and digestive troubles have flared up quite quickly. His white number had been increasing for some time, but in early October it dropped to 3,600; then, in ten days, it suddenly climbs above normal, to 8,800; and it eventually stabilized at 5,800. His ridiculous scratches confuse everyone. In a few days, they will
weld again, and then, when he moves around, they will open again. As soon as he started to feel good, he enjoyed himself very much. In Hiroshima, he was one of thousands of sufferers; in Tokyo, he was a curious man. Young U.S. military doctors approached dozens of people to observe him. Japanese experts have questioned him. A newspaper interviewed him. Once, the
confused doctor came to shake his head and said, Confusing cases, these atomic bomb people. Ms. Nakamura is in the house with Myeko. They both continue to get sick, and although Ms. Nakamura vaguely feels that their trouble is caused by the bomb, she is too poor to see a doctor and so never knows exactly what the problem is. Without any treatment at all, but merely
resting, they begin to gradually feel better. Some of Myeko's hair fell out, and she suffered minor burns on her arm that took months to heal. The boy, Toshio, and the older girl, Yaeko, seem to be well enough, although they also lose some hair and sometimes suffer from severe headaches. Toshio still has nightmares, always about the nineteen-year-old me me me meer, Hideo
Osaki, his hero, who was killed by the bomb. On his back with a fever of 104, Mr. Tanimoto worried about all the funerals he should be conducting for the late of his church. He thought he was just overtired from the hard work he had done since the bombing, but after fever had existed for a few days, he sent it to a doctor. Doctors were too busy to visit him in Ushida, but he sent a
nurse, who recognized his symptoms as those of mild radiation disease and returned from time to time to give him vitamin B1 injections. A Buddhist priest whom Mr. Tanimoto was accustomed to called him and suggested that moxibustion could give him relief; The priest shows the pastor how to give himself ancient Japanese treatment, by burning a twist of moxa herb stimulant
placed on the wrist pulse. Mr Tanimoto found that each moxa treatment temporarily reduced his fever to one degree. The nurse told him to eat as much as possible, and every few days his mother-in-law brought vegetables and fish from Tsuzu, twenty miles away, where she lived. He spent a month in bed, and then traveled ten hours by train to his father's house in There, he
rested for another month. Dr. Sasaki and his colleagues at the Red Cross Hospital monitored the unprecedented opened and eventually developed a theory of its nature. It was there, they decided, three stages. The first stage is over before doctors even know they are dealing with a new disease; it was a direct response to the bombardment of the body, at the time the bomb
exploded, by neutrons, beta particles and gamma rays. Those who did not appear to be injured mysteriously died in the first few hours or days who died during this first period. It has killed ninety-five percent of people within half a mile of the center, and thousands more. Doctors realized in a look back that although most of these dead had also suffered burns and blast effects, they
had absorbed enough radiation to kill them. The rays simply destroy the body cells causing their nucleus to degenerate and break down their walls. Many people who do not die immediately go down with nausea, headache, diarrhea, discomfort, and fever, lasting several days. Doctors can not be sure whether some of these symptoms are the result of radiation or nerve shock. The
second phase took place in the 10 or 15 days after the bombing. The main symptom is hair loss. Diarrhea and fever, which in some cases went as high as 106, came next. Twenty-five to thirty days after the explosion, blood disorders appear: bleeding gums, a sharp decrease in the number of white blood cells, and petechiae appear on the skin and mucous membranes. The
decrease in the number of white blood corpuscles reduces the patient's ability to fight infection, so open wounds are abnormally slow in healing and many patients develop sore throats and mouths. The two main symptoms, on which doctors come to base their foremission, are fever and the number of eucalyptus decreases. If the fever remains stable and high, the patient's
chances of survival are very poor. The number of whites almost always drops below four thousand; a patient with a reduced number of less than a thousand has little hope of living. At the end of the second stage, if the patient survives, anemia, or a decrease in the number of red blood, also puts in. The third stage is the reaction until the body struggles to compensate for its
diseases - when, for example, the white number not only returns to normal, but also increases much higher than normal. During this period, many patients died from complications, such as infection in the chest cavity. Most burns are healed by deep layers of pink, rubber scar tissue, called keloid scar tumors. The duration of the disease varies, depending on the patient's
constitution and the amount of radiation he has received. Some victims recover in a week; with others the disease lasts for months. When the symptoms reveal themselves, it becomes clear that many of them resemble the effects of an overdose of X-rays, and doctors rely on their treatment on it the same way. They gave victims liver extracts, blood transfusions, and vitamins,
especially B1. Shortages of supplies and tools have hampered Allied Allied those who came after surrender found plasma and penicillin very effective. Because of blood disorders, in the long run, the main factor in the disease, some Japanese doctors have developed a theory about the seating of delayed diseases. They think that perhaps gamma rays, which entered the body at
the time of the explosion, make phosphorus in the bones of the victim radioactive, and they in turn release beta particles, although they can not penetrate far through the flesh, can penetrate into the bone marrow, where the blood is produced, and gradually tear it down. Whatever its origin, the disease has had some confusing quirks. Not all patients exhibit all the main symptoms.
People with flash burns have been protected, to a considerable extent, from radiation disease. Those who had been lying quietly for days or even hours after the bombing were far less responsible than those who were active. Gray hair rarely falls out. And, as if nature were protecting man against his own ingenuity, the processes of reproduction have been affected for some time;
men become sterile, women suffer miscarriages, menstruation stops. For ten days after the flood, Dr. Fujii lived in the farmer's house on the mountain above Ota. He then heard about a vacant private clinic in Kaitaichi, a suburb east of Hiroshima. He bought it at the same time, moved there, and hung out a sign in English, in honor of the conquerors:M. FUJII, M.D.MEDICAL &amp;
VENEREALQuite recovered from his wounds, he soon built a strong practice, and he was delighted, in the evening, to receive members of the occupying force , with whom he lavished whiskey and practiced English.Giving Miss Sasaki a local anesthetic of procaine, Dr. Sasaki made an incision in her leg on October 23, to escape the infection, which still lingered over eleven weeks
after the injury. In the following days, so much pus formed that he had to dress open every morning and evening. A week later, she complained of great pain, so he made another incision; he cut still a third, on November 9, and expanded it on November 26. During this time, Ms. Sasaki became weaker and weaker, her spirits diminished. One day, the young man lent her the
translation de Maupassant at Hatsukaichi to visit her; he told her that he was going to Kyushu but when he returned, he wanted to see her again. She doesn't care. Her leg was so swollen and painful that doctors didn't even try to establish a fracture, and although x-rays in November showed the bone was repairing, she could see under the plate that her left leg was nearly three
inches shorter than her right leg and her left leg was spinning in. She often thinks of the man she was engaged to. Someone told her he had returned from abroad. She wondered what he had heard about his injuries that made him stay away. Father Kleinsorge was discharged from hospital in Tokyo on December 19 take the train On the way, two days later, at Yokogawa, a stop
just before Hiroshima, Dr. Fujii boarded the ship. It was the first time the two had met since before the bombing. They sat together. Dr Fujii said he would go to his family's annual meeting, on the anniversary of his father's death. When they started talking about their experiences, the doctor was quite interesting when he told how his residence kept falling into the river. He then
asked Father Kleinsorge how, and the Cymed spoke of his time in the hospital. The doctors told me to be cautious, he said. They ordered me to take a two-hour nap every afternoon. Dr. Fujii said, It's hard to be cautious in Hiroshima these days. People seem to be very busy. A new city government, formed under the direction of the Allied Army Government, eventually went to
work in the town hall. Citizens who had recovered from varying degrees of radiation disease were back by november 1, the population, mostly crowded into the suburbs, was 137,000, more than a third of the war-era peak and the government set in motion all sorts of projects to put them to work rebuilding the city. It hired men to clear the streets, and others to collect scrap iron,
which they arranged and piled up in the mountains opposite the town hall. Some returning residents built shanties and huts of their own, and planted small squares of winter wheat next to them, but the city also allowed and built four hundred a family barracks. Utilities were repaired- electric lights were shining again, trams started running, and employees of waterworks fixed
seventy thousand leaks in power supplies and plumbing. A Planning Conference, with an enthusiastic young military government officer, Lt. John D. Montgomery, of Kalamazoo, as its adviser, began considering what kind of new Hiroshima should be. The dilapidated city has flourished and is an inviting target - mainly because it is one of the most important military command and
communications centers in Japan, and will become imperial headquarters if the islands are invaded and Tokyo is captured. Now there will be no major military facilities to help revive the city. The planning conference, at a loss as just what importance Hiroshima might have, fell back on rather vague and paved cultural projects. It drew maps with roads hundreds of meters wide and
thought seriously about preserving the more or less ruined Museum of Science and Industry as before, as a monument to the disaster, and named it the International Amity Institute. Statistical workers have collected the numbers they can on the impact of the bomb. They reported that 78,150 people were killed, 13,983 missing and 37,425 injured. No one in the city government
pretends that these numbers are correct- although Americans accept them as official and as the months go by and more and more and more hundreds more corpses have been dug up slowly ruins, and as the number of uncioned urn at Zempoji Shrine in Koi increased to thousands, statisticlies began to say that at least one hundred thousand people were killed in the bombing.
Since many died of a combination of causes, it has been impossible to figure out exactly how many people were killed by each cause, but statisticers calculate that about twenty-five percent have died from burns directly from the bomb, about fifty percent from other injuries , and about twenty percent as a result of radiation impact. The statistics on property damage are more
reliable: sixty-two thousand of the ninety thousand buildings were destroyed, and six thousand others were damaged i can not repair. In the city center, they found only five modern buildings that could be used again without major repairs. In fact, since the 1923 earthquake, Japanese building regulations have required that the roof of each large building be subject to a minimum
load of seventy pounds per square foot, while U.S. regulations generally do not regulate more than forty pounds per square foot. Scientists spilled into the city. Some of them measured the force needed to change marble headstones in the cemetery, to knock over twenty-two of the forty-seven train carriages in the yards at Hiroshima station, to lift and move concrete roads on one
of the bridges, and to perform other notable acts of strength , and concluded that the pressure caused by the explosion varies from 5.3 to 8.0 tons per square meter. Others found that mica, of which the melting point was 900 °C., essted on granite headstones three hundred and eighty meters from the center; that the telephone poles of Cryptomeria japonica, with a carbonization
temperature of 240 ° C., were burned at a distance of forty-four hundred meters from the center; and that the surface of gray clay tiles of the type used in Hiroshima, which has a melting point of 1,300 ° C., has dissolved at six hundred meters; and, after examining other significant ash and melting bits, they concluded that the heat of the bomb on the ground in the center should be
6,000 ° C. And from the next radiation measurements, involving, among other things, the scraping of fissile debris from the roof chutney and drainage pipes as far away as the suburb of Takasu , 3300 meters from the center, they learned some much more important facts about the nature of the bomb. General MacArthur's headquarters systematically censored all mention of the
bomb in Japanese scientific publications, but soon the results of the calculations of scientists became popular knowledge among 200 scientists, doctors, ologists , journalists, professors, and, without a doubt, politicians and military personnel still circulating. Long before the American public was told, most scientists and a lot of non-scientists in Japan knew- from the calculations of
nuclear scientists claim that a uranium bomb exploded in Hiroshima and a more powerful one, of plutonium, in Nagasaki. They also know that theoretically a ten times as powerful or twenty-can be developed. Japanese scientists think they know exactly the height at which the bomb in Hiroshima exploded and the approximate weight of uranium used. They estimate that, even with
the original bomb used in Hiroshima, it would require a 50-inch-thick concrete shelter to protect humans completely from radiation. Scientists have had these and other details that remain subject to security in the United States printed and mimeographed and bound to the book. The Americans knew about the existence of these things, but tracing them and finding that they did not
fall into the hands of bad guys would force the occupying authorities to establish, solely for this purpose, a huge police system in Japan. In late February 1946, a friend of Ms. Sasaki appealed to Father Kleinsorge and asked him to visit her in the hospital. She was growing increasingly depressed and ill; she seemed less interested in life. Father Kleinsorge has visited her many
times. During his first visit, he kept the conversation general, formal, but vaguely sympathetic, and made no mention of religion. Ms. Sasaki brought it up the second time he dropped on her. Obviously she had some talks with a Catholic. She asked bluntly, If your God is so good and kind, how can he let people suffer like this? She made a gesture taking her miniature legs, other
patients in her room and Hiroshima in general. My son, Father Kleinsorge said, man is not now in the condition that God intended. He fell from grace through sin. And he went on to explain all the reasons for everything. Ms. Nakamura noted that a carpenter from Kabe is building some wooden shanties in Hiroshima that he rents for fifty yen a month - $3.33, according to fixed
exchange rates. Ms. Nakamura lost her certificate for her bond and other war-time savings, but fortunately, she copied all the numbers just days before the bombing and took the list to Kabe, and so, when her hair was enough for her to be present , she went to her bank in Hiroshima, and a saleswoman there told her that after checking her phone number for records the bank
would give her. As soon as she received it, she hired one of the carpenter's sys. It was in Nobori-cho, near the location of her old house, and although its floor was dirt and it was dark inside, it was at least a house in Hiroshima, and she no longer depended on her and her husband's charity. In the spring, she cleans up some crumble nearby and plant a vegetable garden. She
cooks with utensils and eats plates she scavenges slowly She sent Myeko to the kindergarten where the Order reopened, and two older children attending Nobori-cho Elementary School, wanting buildings, held classes outside the door. Toshio wants to learn to become a mechanic, like his hero, Hideo Osaki. High prices; by midsummer, Ms. Nakamura's savings were gone. She
sold some of her clothes to get food. She used to have a few expensive kimonos, but during the war she donated a kimono to a sister who had been bombed in Tokuyama, she lost a couple in the Bombing of Hiroshima, and now she has sold her last kimono. It brings only a hundred yen, which does not last long. In June, she went to See Father Kleinsorge for advice on how to get
along, and in early August she was still considering two alternatives he proposed- working as a domestic person for some Allied occupation forces, or borrowing from her relatives enough money , about five hundred yen, or more than thirty dollars, to repair her rusty sewing machine and continue the work of a tailor. When Mr. Tanimoto returned from Shikoku, he erected a tent he
owned on the roof of the badly damaged house he had rented in Ushida. The roof was still leaking, but he conducted services in the wet living room. He began thinking about raising money to restore his church in the city. He became quite friendly with Father Kleinsorge and regularly saw the Cymed. He envious them of the wealth of the Church; they seem to be able to do
whatever they want. He had nothing to work with except his own energy, and that's not what it was. The Jesus Society was the first organization to build a relatively permanent shanty in the ruins of Hiroshima. That happened while Father Kleinsorge was in the hospital. Shortly after his return, he began living in slings, and he and another priest, Father Laderman, who had joined
him in the mission, arranged to buy three of the standardized barracks that the city was selling for seven thousand yen each. They put the two together, finished to the end, and made a beautiful chapel of them; they eat in the third. When the material was available, they commissioned a contractor to build a three-story missionary house identical to the one that was destroyed in the
fire. In compounds, carpenters cut wood, gouged mortises, shaped tenons, whittled points of wooden pegs and boreholes for them, until all parts for the house were in a neat pile; Then, for three days, they put the whole thing together, like an Oriental puzzle, without any nails at all. Father Kleinsorge has found it difficult, as Dr. Fujii has suggested he will, to be cautious and to take
his nap. He went out every day walking to appeal to Japanese Catholics and potential converts. As the days passed, he became increasingly tired. In June, he an article in Hiroshima Chugoku warns survivors not to work too hard - but what can he do? By July, he was exhausted, and in early August, almost exactly on the anniversary the bombing, he returned to the Catholic
International Hospital, in Tokyo, for a month's rest. Whether or not Father Kleinsorge's answer to Ms. Sasaki's question about life is the ultimate and absolute truth she seems to quickly draw physical strength from them. Dr. Sasaki noticed it and congratulated Father Kleinsorge. By April 15, her temperature and white quantity were normal and the infection in the wound began to
clear. On the 20th, there was almost no pus, and for the first time she jerked along a corridor on crutches. Five days later, the wound began to heal, and on the last day of the month she was discharged from the hospital. In early summer, she prepared herself for the transition to Catholicism. During that period, she had ups and downs. Her depression is profound. She knew she
would always be a cripple. Her fiancé never came to see her. There is nothing for her to do except read and look out, from her home on a hillside in Koi, on the ruins of the city where her parents and brother died. She was nervous, and any sudden noise made her put her hand quickly into her throat. Her leg was still sore; she rubbed it regularly and patted it, as if to comfort it. It
took six months for the Red Cross Hospital, and even longer for Dr. Sasaki, to return to normal. Until the city restored power, the hospital had to limp along with the aid of a Japanese military generator in its backyard. Operating tables, X-ray machines, dentist chairs, everything that is complex and necessary comes from a charity from other cities. In Japan, the face is important
even for organizations, and long before the Red Cross Hospital returned on par with basic medical equipment, its directors built a new yellow brick wooden earlier, so the hospital became the most handsome building in Hiroshima - from the street. For the first four months, Dr. Sasaki was the only surgeon on the staff and he almost never left the building; then, gradually, he began
to care about his own life again. He married in March. He gained some weight back he lost, but his appetite was still only fair; before the bombing, he usually ate four balls of rice balls at each meal, but a year later he could only manage two. He felt tired all the time. But I have to realize, he says, that the whole community is tired. A year after the bomb was dropped, Ms. Sasaki
was disabled; Poor Nakamura; Father Kleinsorge has returned to the hospital; Dr. Sasaki was incapable of doing the work he could ever do; Dr. Fujii has lost thirty hospital rooms that take years to get, and there is no prospect of rebuilding it; Mr Tanimoto's church has been ruined and he no longer has his special vitality. The lives of these six people, the luckiest in Hiroshima, will
never be the same. what they think of their experience and the use of atomic bombs, of course, is not unanimous. A feeling they seem to share, however, is a curious kind of exhilarating, exhilarating community spirit, like that of Londoners after their blitz–a pride in the way they and their fellow-survivors have stood up to a terrible ordeal. Just before the celebration, Mr. Tanimoto
wrote in a letter to an American some words that expressed this feeling: What a heartbreaking scene this is the first night! Around midnight I landed on the riverbank. So many wounded people lie on the ground that I make my way by striding on them. Repeating 'Sorry,' I forwarded and carried a water bath with me and gave a glass of water to each of them. They lifted up on their
bodies slowly and accepted a glass of water with a bow and drunkenly quietly and, pouring any remnants, came back to a cup with hearty expressions of their gratitude, and said, 'I can't help my sister, who was buried under the house , because I had to take care of my mother had a deep wound on her eyes and our house soon burned and we barely escaped. Look, I've lost my
home, my family, and I'm finally badly injured. But now I have got my mind to devote what I have and to finish the war for the good of our country. So they are committed to me, even women and children do the same. Being completely tired I lie down on the ground among them, but can not sleep at all. The next morning I saw many dead men and women, whom I gave water to last
night. But, to my great surprise, I never heard anyone crying in disorder, even though they suffered in great pain. They die in silence, without grudges, put their teeth to endure it. All for the country! Dr. Y. Hiraiwa, a professor at the Hiroshima University of Literature and Science, and one of my church members, were buried by the bomb under the two-story house with his son, a
student at the University of Tokyo. Both were unable to move an inch under very heavy pressure. And the house caught fire. His son said, 'Father, there is nothing we can do but decide to dedicate our lives to the country. Let us give Banzai to our Emperor.' Then the father followed his son, 'Tenno-heika, Banzai, Banzai, Banzai!' As a result, Dr. Hiraiwa said, 'It is strange to say, I
feel calm and bright and peaceful spirit in my heart, when I chant Banzai to the Tenno.' Then his son got out and dug down and pulled out his father and so they were saved. When thinking about their experience of that time Dr. Hiraiwa repeated, 'What a blessing that we are Japanese! Kayoko Nobutoki, a student of girls' high school, Hiroshima Jazabuin, and the daughter of my
church member, is resting with friends next to the heavy fence of the Buddhist Temple. In The point where the atomic bombs are dropped, the fence falls on them. They can not move a little under such a heavy fence and then smoke enters even a crack and their suffocation. One of the girls began singing Kimi ga yo, the national anthem, and others followed in the chorus and
died. Meanwhile one of them found a crack Struggle hard to get out. When she was taken to the Red Cross Hospital, she told how her friends had died, tracing back in her memory to sing in our national anthem. They were only 13 years old. Yes, the people of Hiroshima died masculinely in the atomic bombing, believed that it was for the benefit of the Emperor. A surprising
number of Hiroshima residents remain more or less indifferent to the morality of bomb use. Maybe they were too scared because he wanted to think about it at all. Not many of them even bothered to learn much about what it was like. Ms. Nakamura's conception of it - and the amazement of it - is typical. The atomic bomb, she will say when asked about it, is the size of a matchbox.
Its heat is 6,000 times that of the sun. It exploded in the air. There's some radium in there. I don't know how it works, but when the radium is put together, it explodes. As for the use of the bomb, she would say, It's war and we have to expect it. And then she will add, Shikata ga deer, a common Japanese expression as, and corresponding to, the Russian word nichevo: It can not
be helped. Oh, that's fine. That's too bad. Dr. Fujii said approximately the same thing about using bombs to Father Kleinsorge one evening, in German: Da ist nichts zu machen. There's nothing to do about it. Many citizens of Hiroshima, however, continue to feel a hatred for Americans that nothing could be erased. I see, Dr. Sasaki once said, that they are holding a trial for war
criminals in Tokyo right now. I think they should try the men who decided to use the bomb and they should hang them all. Father Kleinsorge and other German Cymed priests, who, as foreigners, can be expected to take a relatively separate view, often discussing the ethics of using the bomb. One of them, Father Siemes, who was out in Nagatsuka at the time of the attack, wrote
in a report to the Holy See in Rome, Some of us consider the bomb in the same category as poison gas and have resisted its use on a civilian. Others argue that in all-out war, as carried out in Japan, there is no difference between civilians and soldiers, and that the bomb itself is an effective force that tends to end bloodshed, warning Japan to surrender and thus avoid total
destruction. It seems reasonable that advocates of all-out war in principle cannot complain about a war against civilians. The bottom line of the matter is whether total warfare in its current form is justiful, even if it serves a fair purpose. Does it have no material and spiritual evil as its consequences that far beyond anything good can lead to? When will our followers give us a clear
answer to this question? Won't be able to say what the horror was embedded in the minds of the children who lived through the day of the bombing in Hiroshima. On the surface their recollections, months after the disaster, is an exhilarating adventure. Nakamura Toshio, who was 10 years old at the time was soon able to talk freely, even gaily, about experience, and a few weeks
before the anniversary, he wrote the following practical problem essay for his teacher at Nobori-for Elementary School: The day before the bomb, I went swimming. In the morning I ate peanuts. I see a light. I was knocked to my sister's sleeping place. When we were rescued, I could only see as far as the tram. My mother and I started packing up our things. The neighbors who
were walking around burned and bleeding. Hataya-san told me to run away with her. I said I wanted to wait for my mother. We went to the park. A whirlwind has arrived. At night a gas tank burned and I saw the reflection on the river. We stayed in the park for one night. The next day, I went to Taiko Bridge and met my girlfriend Kikuki and Murakami. They're looking for their
mother. But Kikuki's mother was injured and Murakami's mother, alas, died. ♦ ♦
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